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ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT
Induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) derived neural cultures have the potential to model
neurodevelopment and specific pathologies, while displaying individual genetic backgrounds. These
abilities make them a powerful tool for neurotoxicity testing platforms. Particularly developmental
neurotoxicology (DNT) testing can benefit from these advantages. Today, DNT testing is timeconsuming and resource expensive. Existing platforms mostly rely on rodents. This led to discussions
about data reliability in the context of interspecies extrapolation, cost efficiency and ethical
considerations. All this increased interest in human cell derived models. By integrating human iPSC
technologies into DNT testing, some of these challenges can be met. By combining many assays and
endpoints in a test battery, sufficient predictive power can be obtained and the usage of animal
models can be reduced. One of the possible readouts are multi electrode arrays (MEA). MEA can give
quantitative and qualitative information about neural cultures and their connectivity. This is done by
non-invasive, indirect measurements of action potentials (AP) through the co-occurring extracellular
currents. Then, parameters describing network activity are derived from the temporal and spatial
distribution of these AP.
Here, it was tested whether MEA in combination with iPSC derived neural cultures may be a suitable
test system for neurotoxicity testing. Therefore, neural epithelial stem cells (NESC) were differentiated
towards mixed cortical cultures (MCC). These were then cultured on MEA, studying their temporal
development. Additionally, gene expression data, immunocytochemistry and Ca2+ signaling were
performed, demonstrating that NESC gradually mature within 20 - 30 days to MCC. These MCC
contained a variety of neuronal subtypes including glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons as well as
glia cell populations. During maturation, cultures intrinsically formed functional synaptic connections
and simultaneously started to synchronize their network activity. Furthermore, pivotal steps in
experimental MEA setups were discussed and put into practice. The results showed that both,
excitatory and inhibitory neurons were present in MCC and that they could be pharmacologically
manipulated. This work shows that MCC on MEA are an eligible additive to neurotoxicological testing.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Neurale Zellkulturen aus induzierten pluripotenten Stammzellen (iPSZ) haben das Potential
Neuralentwicklung sowie spezifische Pathologien abzubilden. Diese Fähigkeiten machen iPSZ zu einem
wichtigen

Werkzeug

in

der

(entwicklungs-)neurotoxikologischen

Testung.

Heutzutage

ist

(entwicklungs-)neurotoxikologischen Testung sowohl zeitaufwändig also auch kostenintensiv. Dazu
kommt, dass bestehende Tests auf Experimenten mit Nagetieren basieren. Dies ist sowohl unter
ethischen Gesichtspunkten problematisch, als auch unter der Fragestellung ob Ergebnisse aus
Tierversuchen auf den Menschen übertragen werden können. Diese Bedenken haben zu einem
gesteigerten Interesse an alternativen Testmethoden, welche auf humanen Zellen basieren, geführt.
Dies kann teilweise durch die Verwendung humaner iPSZ Technologien gelingen. Durch die
Kombination vieler verschiedener Methoden in so genannten Testbatterien, kann eine gute
Vorhersagefähigkeit erreicht werden und damit der Einsatz von Tiermodellen reduziert werden. MultiElektroden-Arrays (MEA) ist eine dieser Methoden, die zusammen mit iPSZ innerhalb einer
Testbatterie Anwendung finden kann. Experimente mit MEA können sowohl qualitative als auch
quantitative Aussagen über neuronale Netzwerte und die Natur ihrer Verbindungen machen. Dies
geschieht durch die nichtinvasive, indirekte Messung von intrazellulären Aktionspotentialen (AP)
mittels extrazellulärer Ströme die durch die Generierung von AP ausgelöst werden. Aus der zeitlichen
und räumlichen Verteilung dieser AP lassen sich verschiedene Parameter ableiten, die Aufschluss über
den Zustand und die Verbindung des Netzwerkes geben können.
In dieser Arbeit wurde getestet, ob MEA in Kombination mit iPSZ als neurotoxikologisches Testsystem
geeignet sind. Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wurden zu diesem Zweck neurale epitheliale Stammzellen
(NESZ) auf MEA kultiviert und ihre Entwicklung zu gemischt kortikalen Kulturen (GKK) untersucht.
Diese Untersuchungen wurden vervollständigt durch Genexpressionsdaten, immunozytochemische
Methoden, Ca2+ Messungen und MEA Aufzeichnungen. Die Ergebnisse zeigten, dass NESC über einen
Zeitraum von 20 bis 30 Tagen zu GKK heranreiften. Diese GKK bestanden aus einer Vielzahl neuraler
Subtypen, wie glutamaterge und GABAnerge Nervenzellen also auch Gliazellen. Darüber hinaus
bildeten die GKK während des Reifungsprozesses funktionale synaptische Verbindungen und die damit
einhergehende Synchronisation der Netzwerkaktivität konnte beobachtet werden. Im zweiten Teil der
Arbeit wurden verschiedene Teilaspekte für einen MEA Versuchsaufbau evaluiert und angewendet.
Die Resultate dieser Experimente zeigten, dass sowohl inhibitorische als auch anregende Strukturen
die GKK Netzwerkaktivität beeinflussen und dass darüber hinaus in diese Systeme pharmakologisch
eingegriffen werden kann. Diese Ergebnisse weisen darauf hin, dass GKK in Kombination mit MEA als
Bestandteil von toxikologischen Testbatterien geeignet sind.
ix
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INTRODUCTION

1.1.

DEVELOPMENTAL NEUROTOXICITY

In pharmacology and toxicology, model systems are the essential tool to gain insight into pathways
and mechanisms. These systems provide the needed simplification and so unavoidably deviate from
reality. The level of simplification is highly variable and can span from quite reduced experimental
setups like cell viability assays to the complexity of laboratory animals (Hartung, 2008). The latter are
the dominating test system in many pharmaco-toxicological fields, i.a. for developmental neurotoxicity
(DNT) evaluations. DNT focusses on disturbances of the maturing nervous system, which is more
susceptible to toxicants due to its not fully developed blood-brain barrier, faster distribution and
uptake of exogenous compounds and decreased detoxification abilities (Adinolfi, 1985; National
Research Council, 2000; Tilson, 2000). Exogenous compounds may interfere or irreversibly damage
the development by disrupting time and location sensitive processes like neural progenitor cell
proliferation, cell migration, neural and glial differentiation, neurite outgrowth, myelination,
synaptogenesis and neural network formation (Stiles and Jernigan, 2010; Tau and Peterson, 2010).
Evidence suggests that the increasing prevalence for neurodevelopmental diseases like attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHS) and autism interferences could be linked to DNT (Lyall et al.,
2014; Rzhetsky et al., 2014; Ornoy et al., 2015). It was estimated by the NRC that in the year 2000 3%
of developmental disabilities were directly linked to neurotoxic exposures and that 25% of incidences
are results of genetic factors in combination with environmental stressors (National Research Council,
2000). The EU law does not require routine DNT testing. Testing is only mandatory in cases of
neurotoxicity or endocrine disruption in adult rodents. Therefore, the majority of chemicals are not
tested for their potential DNT impacts (Grandjean and Landrigan, 2006 & 2014). Also, systematic
guideline-based toxicity testing before marketing has only been established in the 1980s, which leaves
a big knowledge gap for substances that were marketed before 1980 and are still in use. If chemicals
are tested, it is a resource intensive and expensive process: testing one compound for DNT usually
utilizes about 1 000 rat pups, takes about three month and costs on average $ 1.4 million (Smirnova et
al., 2014). This highlights the need for better model systems that are more time and resource efficient
and have the required predictive power (Bal-Price et al., 2010; Fritsche et al., 2018b).
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1.2.

DNT TESTING STRATEGIES

ANIMAL MODELS
As stated, current DNT testing heavily depends on the usage of laboratory animals, where substances
are characterized by dose-effect responses using behavioral, neurophysiological, pathological and/or
structural endpoints as read outs (OECD, 2007). However, it is questionable whether the results of
animal based testing are capable of predicting adverse outcomes in humans. There are species
variations in brain development, morphology and function that are rooted in species specific
molecular and cellular differences (Fritsche et al., 2018b). For example, the comparison of human and
rodent brains showed differences in varying glia cell populations, in neuron to astrocyte ratios and
distinctly higher cellular complexity in human astrocytes (Nedergaard et al., 2003). These interspecies
differences among ethical considerations are strong incentives to substitute animal model organisms.
Furthermore, the EU legislation enforces the three R principle (Russell and Bruch, 1959) of reducing,
refining and replacing laboratory animals wherever feasible (Hartung, 2008).
TEST BATTERIES
Meanwhile, there are many emerging technologies that, when combined, have the potential to
replace animal testing. They offer the opportunity to move away from the “black box” that animal
testing can be, towards a cellular and molecular understanding of adverse outcome pathways (AOP)
(Smirnova et al., 2014). AOP is a concept that describes the mechanistic linkage between toxicant
exposure and the resulting systematic damage (Ankley et al., 2010). Generally, AOP begin with a
molecular initiating event (MIE). This initiating event can be triggered by acute or chronic exposure to
toxicants. An example could be the xenobiotic activation of glutamate receptors. In this example, this
may lead to intracellular Ca2+ overload, which then can result in elevated reactive oxygen species (ROS)
levels that bring on cell injury or potentially cell death. In the concept of AOP these events are called
key events (KE). KE are molecular, cellular or organ specific effects that are directly or indirectly
triggered by the MIE. The changes during these KE lead to the adverse outcome of neuronal
dysfunction for the individual organism (Li et al., 2019). Potential AOP can be extremely diverse and
wide spread. Therefore, integrated testing using a combination of assays and methods from different
disciplines is the most promising approach moving forward (Bal-Price et al., 2010; Leist et al., 2012;
Fritsche et al., 2017). These combinatory test batteries should be set up to exemplify specific critical
neurodevelopmental steps, while also being suited for medium to high throughput. They should
collect and classify data from assays that represent different levels of biological organisation like
quantitative structure activity relationships (QSAR), ‘read across’, in silico, in chemico, in vitro, ex vivo,
in vivo and also human data if available. By diversifying test batteries in systematic ways, their ability
2
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to model complexity improves (Tollefsen et al., 2014). This strategy has already been successfully
employed in the field of genotoxicity (Kirkland et al., 2011). DNT-batteries are newly emerging and are
already able to cover certain aspects of neurodevelopment well, like neural proliferation, apoptosis,
neural progenitor cell migration, neural differentiation and neurite morphology. However, blind spots
exist in glia cell differentiation, maturation and function, neural maturation and neural network
formation (Fritsche et al., 2018a).

1.3.

TRANSMISSION IN THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

AOP in neurotoxicity can be diverse. However, one usually observes disturbances of neurons, the
functional unit of the nervous system or in their surrounding supporting glia cells. Glia cells are i.a.
responsible for immune responses, axon insulation and regulation of the immediate neuronal
environment. In the proper environment neurons have the ability to propagate electrical pulses,
action potentials (AP), to other connected neurons. AP are generated by specific voltage gated ion
channels which, when opened, produce ion fluxes over the plasma membrane that lead to
depolarization of the cell and signal propagation. Typically, AP are stereotyped events that encode in
temporal patterns and are the nervous system’s unit to receive, analyze and convey information. The
point of information transfer between two neurons is the synapse, in which the signal can be
transferred via neurotransmitters (NT) (Kandel et al., 2013).
The major NT in the vertebrae central nervous system (CNS) are the amino acids glutamate, mostly
triggering excitatory postsynaptic potentials, γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and glycine which usually
result in inhibitory postsynaptic potentials. Both glutamate and GABA can bind to specific ionotropic
receptors that directly favor or prevent the generation of new AP. This is done by enabling the flux of
Na+, K+ and sometimes Ca2+ over the postsynaptic membrane and thereby shifting the membrane
potential towards de- or hyperpolarization depending on the activated receptor. Moreover, ionotropic
glutamate receptors can be separated into three subgroups that vary in structure and conductivity.
They are named after their distinctive synthetic agonists: N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA),
α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) and kainate. Beyond that, both
glutamate and GABA, activate specific metabotropic receptors. Upon binding they indirectly influence
the post synaptic cell by gating processes through the production of second messengers usually
resulting in slower modulatory effects (Kandel et al., 2013).
The firing behavior of an individual neuron heavily depends on its receiving synapses. With individual
synapses triggering relatively small changes in the postsynaptic neurons. However, a single neuron
may have up to 10 000 synaptic contacts, all varying in regards to their type and relative strength.
These factors are determined by receptor expression patterns, synapse morphology and position on
3
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the postsynaptic nerve cell. These inputs from different synapses are integrated at the axon hillock of
the receiving neuron resulting in either the generation of new AP or their suppression. This integration
of signals and their transmission allows the formation of complex networks that give rise to the
functionality of the nervous system (Kandel et al., 2013).

1.4.

INDUCED PLURIPOTENT STEM CELLS

In order to model key events (KE) in vitro, usually non-mammalian or mammalian cell cultures are
utilized. For example, pluripotent stem cells (PSC) can be used in this context. PSC are undifferentiated
cells that still have the capacity for self-renewal and can differentiate into derivatives of all three germ
layers. These abilities bear huge potential for both research and clinical applications (Takahashi, 2012).
It was imagined that the loss of pluripotency, the cellular determination and differentiation was a oneway street through the epigenetic landscape in which the PSC progressively specializes until a
physiologically mature and stable state of a specific cell type is reached. This concept was described
and visualized with the Waddington landscape (Figure 1) (Waddington, 1957). This idea of
irreversibility was refuted by Takahashi and Yamanaka in 2006 by reprogramming somatic cells, mouse
fibroblasts, to pluripotent stem cells. The pluripotency was regenerated by introducing four
transcription factors Oct3/4, Sox2, c-Myc and Klf4 via retroviral transduction producing cells that are
called induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) (Takahashi and Yamanaka, 2006).

Figure 1: Waddington landscape
(A) Differentiation in the Waddington landscape is exemplified by the downhill progression of PSC
(green) to determined matured cells (blue). (B) Induced pluripotency is the inversion of this downhill
progression (C) while direct reprogramming describes the process of linage conversion from one
differentiated cell type (blue) to another (yellow) bypassing the intermediate stage of a pluripotent
stem cells (green). Modified from (Takahashi, 2012).
One year later, the same method was employed to generate human iPSC (hiPSC) from human dermal
fibroblasts (Takahashi et al., 2007). Before the development of iPSC, pluripotent cells were only
obtainable by harvesting the inner cell mass of blastocyst-state embryos, so called embryonic stem
cells (ESC). This required the destruction of the embryo, which lead to ethical concerns (Thomson et
4
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al., 1998). It was demonstrated that iPSC are very similar to ESC in regards to their morphology, feeder
dependency, proliferation, surface markers, gene expression, promotor activities, telomerase
activities and in vitro differentiation ability (Takahashi et al., 2007; Robinton and Daley, 2012).
INDUCED PLURIPOTENT STEM CELLS IN DEVELOPMENTAL TOXICOLOGY
Since their introduction, iPSC have been generated using different methods (Graf and Enver, 2009)
and also have been differentiated to neurons and glia cells (Dimos et al., 2008; Chambers et al., 2009;
Vierbuchen et al., 2010; Shaltouki et al., 2013). This advancement enables the in vitro generation of
cells that reflect donor specific genetic backgrounds and allows for unprecedented studies of brain
development, function and disease while mitigating invasive isolation procedures and extensive
ethical approval (Ichida and Kiskinis, 2015). Alongside the fact that iPSC can model in utero neuronal
development, it is also crucial for DNT testing that individual genetic determinants can be displayed.
This is important, since despite comparable xenobiotic exposures, DNT seems to affect individuals to
varying degrees. This might implicate individual sensitivity due to genetic disposition. Therefore,
modeling genetic determinants in toxicological models is of interest (Kumar et al., 2012; Smirnova et
al., 2014).
SMALL MOLECULE NEURAL DIFFERENTIATION
There are various ways to differentiate hiPSC into neural cells in vitro. Possible methods include
miRNAs or small molecules (SM). SM are an attractive option due to good experimental control,
potential high throughput and their relative cost effectiveness (Kim et al., 2020).
To begin with, cells with neural fate are descendants of the germ layer ectoderm. To generate neural
cells from stem cells, their neural fate is enforced by the inhibition of their non-neural fate.
Non-neural designation would be induced by bone morphogentic protein (BMP) and transforming
growth factor (TGF) signaling. Conversely, their inhibition results in neural development. This is called
neural induction. Cells that are committed to the neural path are multipotent neural stem cells. These
cells start to differentiate and get progressively more restricted towards specific neural progenitors
depending on the factors present and eventually become post-mitotic (Muñoz-Sanjuán and Brivanlou,
2002; Levine and Brivanlou, 2007).
In vitro this neural development can be controlled using specific SM to either keep cells in a precursor
state or induce their differentiation. For keeping cells in their multipotent state it was shown that a
combination of both wingless/int-1 (WNT) and sonic hedgehog (SHH) signaling can keep cells in their
precursor state. Therefore, combining CHIR99081, an activator for WNT and purmorphamine (PMA),
which stimulates SHH, neural precursors can be maintained in their thus far uncommitted state
(Reinhardt et al., 2013). Cells in this state can be referred to as neural epithelial stem cells (NESC).
5
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They are already committed to the CNS and can generate neural progenitors called radial glia cells.
These radial glia cells still have the potential to develop into both neurons and glia cells during
neurogenesis (Sandler, 2018). To start neural differentiation in these NESC, the SM brain-derived
neurotropic factor (BDNF) and glia cell-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) can be added. On the one
hand, BDNF activates the tyrosine kinase B (TrkB) receptor, leading to the activation of major
intracellular signalling cascades resulting in axonal growth, maturation of dendrites and
synaptogenesis (Yoshii and Constantine-Paton, 2010). On the other hand, GDNF activates GDNF-family
ligand receptor (GFRα) signalling, which triggers the development of GABAergic neurons and also
stimulates synaptogenesis. GDNF signalling has to be supported by transforming growth
factor β (TGFβ) as a co-factor, which in this context is essential for GFRα1 receptor membrane
localisation and neuroprotection (Airaksinen and Saarma, 2002). After prolonged differentiation, the
differentiation potential of the radial glia cells tend to shift away from neurons towards the generation
of glia cells like astrocytes and oligodendrocytes. This is in close resemblance to the in vivo
development were glia cell development also is initiated later than the development of neurons (YläOutinen et al., 2019). These glia cells, particularly astrocytes have been shown to be essential for
further development and also enhance the neuronal network connectivity and activity (Ishii et al.,
2017).

1.5.

MULTIELECTRODE ARRAYS

This electrical activity and connectivity can be measured using multi electrode arrays (MEA). MEA
provide a promising readout for DNT assays. They add information to the AOP concept regarding
network development and connectivity, which are currently blind spots in DNT testing (Fritsche et al.,
2018a).
Even though the first intracellular AP was recorded by Hodkin and Huxley around 1940 (Hodgkin and
Huxley, 1945), the ability to measure neuronal currents was limited to patch clamping for a long time.
Patch clamping is a method in which currents from a single ion channel can be measured. The
experimental procedure requires precision, high levels of expertise and is very limited in throughput.
Although this was eased by the development of multi cell patch clamping and automated patch
clamping, the method is not particularly suited for large scale toxicological screenings (Grainger et al.,
2018). What patch clamping is able to capture on a microscale intracellularly can also be observed
extracellularly on a mesoscale level using MEA. MEA recordings were first reported by Thomas and
colleagues as a method to measure extracellular electrical activity from cultured heart cells (Thomas
et al., 1972). However, the method is as well suited to capture activity in neuronal networks
(Johnstone et al., 2010).
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MEA come in a wide variety of setups, typically one encounters a “chip” or glass slide with embedded
nontoxic, corrosion resistant microelectrodes that are arranged in a grid. The microelectrodes
diameter ranges from 10 – 30 mm and it is estimated that only neurons that are in proximity
of ≤ 100 µm can be recorded. However, even if neurons are close enough they sometimes are not
recorded. This may be due to glia cells, which can have insulating effects or the neurons might be
positioned in unfavorable orientations on the electrode. It is estimated that signals are mostly of
somatic origin, since they tend to generate greater currents than axonal signals (Johnstone et al.,
2010; Nam and Wheeler, 2011; Obien et al., 2014).
The electrodes capture the local field potential (LFP) in their immediate surroundings. If AP are
generated, the LFP measured by the MEA changes due to the flux of ions over the neuronal
membrane. Hence, MEA are capable of measuring changes in extracellular currents which can indicate
AP. Amplitudes measured are typically between 20 - 150 µV and usually last for around 2 ms (Buzsáki
et al., 2012; Parrish, 2018). Even though AP generally follow a consistent voltage pattern, the
extracellular recordings can have diverse shapes regarding intensity, polarity and duration. Reasons
for that can be the neuronal origin of the signal, the summation of multiple signals from different
neurons at one electrode or even neuronal maturity, which also seems to have an influence on signal
shape. Therefore, deriving direct information from signal shape is quite unreliable (Nam and Wheeler,
2011). Hence, information is usually analyzed by binary sorting signals using specific thresholds.

Figure 2: Conversion from voltage trances to spike trains
At the top an exemplary voltage trace from a multielectrode array (MEA) recording is shown. In the
bottom the belonging spike train is illustrated. Every amplitude that passes a set threshold is marked
by a single vertical blue line called spike in the spike train. From (Parrish, 2018).
For this, recorded voltage changes are amplified and converted into activity measures (Figure 2).
Commonly, the signals are reduced to time stamps called spikes. Spike detection aims to assess AP by
threshold crossing; the threshold is usually set between 4 - 8 times the standard deviation of the noise
of each individual electrode (SD). All signals that pass the set threshold are classified as a spike that is
distinguishable from the noise (Lewicki, 1998). One can derive a multitude of parameters from spikes
7
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and compare them across time and electrodes. Generally, parameters can be classified into two
subcategories: spike train parameters and cross channel synchronization.

SPIKE TRAIN PARAMETERS
Spike train organization parameters give information on the temporal patterns of spikes on a single
electrode (=channel). Spike trains may vary depending on cell type, surrounding environment, brain
area or stimulus and can range from highly coordinated signals to seemingly random. The main
parameter observable is called bursts. Bursts are clustered spikes and are ubiquitous in mammalian
and non-mammalian species. They tend to have stronger depolarizing effects on receiving neurons,
increasing their transmission reliability and are suggested to code for different stimulus features than
single spikes (Oswald et al., 2004; Zeldenrust et al., 2018). Also, bursts seem to be closely linked to
neuronal plasticity: for example, it was shown that rat cortical neurons display increased bursting
behavior during synapse formation (Kamioka et al., 1996). However, bursts can strongly vary between
systems and also within the same system regarding their individual burst metrics, like within-burst
inter spike intervals (ISI_B), burst length and strength (Figure 3). Differences usually are based on the
individual mechanism responsible for burst generation. It is hypothesized that these differences are
essential for the distinct burst coding properties (Zeldenrust et al., 2018).
Alongside, it has been shown that changes in burst activity patterns can be induced with certain
substances (Johnstone et al., 2010). Therefore, burst analysis is a crucial part of network assessment
and should be of great consideration in DNT testing.

Figure 3: Exemplary spike train from one electrode
Shown is a single exemplary spike train from one electrode/channel. The black vertical lines indicate
single spikes, bursts are marked with the blue boxes, also shown is one inter spike interval (ISI) and
one inter burst interval (IBI). Modified from (Parrish, 2018).

CROSS CHANNEL SYNCHRONIZATION PARAMETERS
Another essential feature in neuronal systems is synchronized spiking behavior, which in vivo is
associated with processes like attention, learning and memory (Salinas and Sejnowski, 2001;
Bettencourt et al., 2008). Synchronization in the form of coordinated bursting across channels (and
8
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therefore the whole network) is also observable in MEA recordings (Figure 4). These network
bursts (NB) start to occur during neuronal maturation and are associated with the formation of
functional synapses (Okado et al., 1979; Robinette et al., 2011). This crucial developmental step can be
influenced by neurotoxic compounds and it has been shown that some of these compounds have an
influence on synchronization parameters on MEA, showing either disruptive or enhancing effects. For
example picrotoxine has been shown to have enhancing effects while strychnine tapers synchronicity
(Bradley et al., 2018). There is an abundance of different synchronicity measures. Many researchers
compare temporal spike coincidences in terms of rate and phase across different channels by binning
signals and comparing resulting cross-correlograms. However, binning spikes can lead to crude
simplifications of the actual firing rate measured. It was shown that sub-millisecond accuracy in spike
timing is essential for information transmission (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1995; Maynard et al., 1999;
Wagner et al., 2005) Hence, it is extremely difficult to estimate synchronicity in appropriately small bin
sizes (Dayan and Abbott, 2001; Paiva et al., 2010). Therefore, binless synchronicity coefficients can be
used, here after referred to as synchronicity.

Figure 4: Cross channel synchronization
Two raster blots are shown with 6 channels each, vertical black lines indicating spikes, blue boxes
indicating bursts and yellow boxes indicate network bursts (NB). (A) Shows bursting but no cross
channel synchronization, while (B) has NB and synchronization across channels. Modified from
(Parrish, 2018).
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Simplified, synchronicity estimates the probability of the co-occurrence of one specific spike A and a
resulting spike B on a different channel with particular time lag. This estimation is done individually for
each spike in each spike train. The resulting synchronicity is directly proportional to the probability of
co-occurrence (Paiva et al., 2010).
CURRENT STATE
MEA recordings provide dense data on network activity in a dynamic way, which is unique among
assays that are usually limited to single time points. Alternative assays, like patch clamp techniques or
artificial lipid bilayers, require prior knowledge of the underlying mechanism or target structure in
order to find MIE. This is not a prerequisite for MEA based experiments. MEA can detect network
perturbation independently from knowledge of the underlying AOP and is capable of showing these
perturbations before cell viability is adversely affected (Johnstone et al., 2010; Shafer, 2019).
Therefore, the variety of usages for MEA recordings is not surprising, ranging from optimizing
neuronal cell cultures (Bardy et al., 2015) and providing basic models of the sleep wake cycle (Yokoi et
al., 2019), to clinical applications like modeling epilepsy (Tidball and Parent, 2016) or screening
compounds for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) treatments (Wainger et al., 2014).
In the context of DNT test batteries, MEA are particularly suited for studying system properties in a
non-invasive manner during network development, particularly during the crucial step of
synaptogenesis. As such, MEA are a vital addition to DNT screenings which can also be multiplexed
with other methods like additional cytotoxicity assays or co-cultures. First proof of principle screenings
were published by Defranchi et al. (Defranchi et al., 2011) and McConnell et al. (McConnell et al.,
2012) using small compound test sets showing that within these test sets sensitivity ranged between
77 - 87%. Since then MEA have been used to investigate network altering effects of several types of
chemicals including agrochemicals (Alloisio et al., 2015), neuroactive toxins (Kasteel and Westerink,
2017) and insecticides (Baskar and Murthy, 2018). Also, the availability of multiwell MEA plates in 48and 96-well formats increased throughput for larger compound screenings (Valdivia et al., 2014; Frank
et al., 2017). ESC have also been shown to produce functional neuronal networks on MEA (Heikkilä et
al., 2009). However, currently the majority of screenings utilizes rat primary cortical cells for testing,
instead of ESC or iPSC (Fritsche et al., 2018a; Tukker et al., 2020). Even though it was shown that in the
case of the sodium channel blocker tetrodotxin (TTX) the difference between human and rodent MEA
recordings was marginal (Kasteel and Westerink, 2017) a shift towards human cell based assays would
be desirable to increase predictively.
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2. AIM OF THIS STUDY
We aimed to develop a model to study neuronal network development and connectivity using neural
epithelial stem cells (NESC) and microelectrode arrays (MEA). First NESC and their development into
mixed cortical cultures (MCC) had to be examined. Therefore, marker gene expression was analyzed
alongside with immunocytochemistry and proliferation stainings during differentiation. Next, the
electrophysiological development of NESC to MCC was characterized assessing their maturity and
connectivity.
In the second part, we developed a possible treatment scheme using MCC on MEA. Furthermore, the
chosen setup should be evaluated in its abilities to model network specific alterations. Initially it was
tested whether MCC on MEA react to agonists of various glutamate receptor subtypes and to
bicuculline, an antagonist of the GABAA receptor.
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3.1.

MATERIAL

3.1.1. PLASTIC & GLASSWARE
Table 1: Plastic and glassware
Product
2 ml aspiration pipette
Brand® Parafilm® M sealing film
0.5 ml centrifuge tube
1.5 ml centrifuge tube
2 ml centrifuge tube
0.5 ml combitips advanced
1 ml combitips advanced
2.5 ml combitips advanced
5 ml combitips advanced
10 ml combitips advanced
15 ml conical tube
50 ml conical tube
Coverslips 12mm
Cyto-View MEA 24 (white)
0.5 - 20 µl filter tips
2 - 20 µl filter tips
2 - 200 µl filter tips
1250 µl filter tips
Microscope slides
Hard-shell® PCR plates 96-well
Multiwell plate 6-well
Multiwell plate 24-well
Multiwell plate 96-well
5 ml serological pipette
10 ml serological pipette
25 ml serological pipette
50 ml serological pipette
Reagent reservoirs
PCR Sealers™ Microseal® ‘B’-Film

Supplier
Sarstedt
Sigma-Aldrich
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Falcon
Falcon
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Axion BioSystems
Biosphere
Biosphere
Biosphere
Biosphere
VWR
Bio-Rad
Falcon
Sarstedt
Sarstedt
Sarstedt
Sarstedt
Sarstedt
Sarstedt
VWR
Bio-Rad

Catalogue N°
86.1252.011
BR701605
0030121023
0030120086
0030120094
30089626
30089634
30089642
30089669
30089677
352096
352070
11961988
M384-tMEA-24W
70.1116.210
70.760.213
70.760.211
70.1186.210
631-1550
HSP9601
353046
662160
83.3924.005
86.1253.001
86.1254.001
86.1685.001
86.1256.001
89094-682
MSB1001

3.1.2. CHEMICALS
Table 2: Chemicals and compounds
Chemical
Ascorbic acid (AA)
Brain-dervied neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
Bicuculline

Supplier
Sigma-Aldrich
R&D Systems
Sigma-Aldrich

CAS N°
50-81-7
487621-04-5
485-49-4

Catalogue N°
A4544
248-BD
B-9130
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Chemical
CHIR 99021
dibutyryl-cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)
Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
Ethanol (≥99%, p.a.)
Glia cell-derived neurotrophic factor
(GDNF)
Hoechst-33342
Kainate
Ketamine
L-Glutamine
N-Methyl-d-aspartic acid (NMDA)
Purmorphamine (PMA)
Potassium chloride (KCl)
(S)-α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4isoxazolepropionic acid (S-AMPA)
Triton X-100 10% in H2O

Supplier
Sigma-Aldrich
Sigma-Aldrich

CAS N°
1797989-42-4
60-92-4

Catalogue N°
C2759
D0627-1G

Sigma-Aldrich
Roth
R&D Systems

67-68-5
64-17-5
231-509-8

D8418
9065.1
212-GD

Thermo Fisher Scientific
Tocris
Sigma-Aldrich
Sigma-Aldrich
Tocris
Enzo
Sigma-Aldrich
Tocris

875756-97-1
58002-62-3
1867-66-9
6106-04-3
6384-92-5
483367-10-8
7447-40-7
83643-88-3

62249
0222
K2753
G7513
0114
ALX-420-045
P9541
0254

Sigma-Aldrich

9002-93-1

93443

3.1.3. CELL CULTURE
Table 3: Cell culture
Product
Accutase
Aqua Poly-Mount
B27 Supplement (50x) without vitamin A
Dulbecco´s Modified Eagle´s Medium (DMEM)/F12
(1:1)(1x)
Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS)(1x)
w/o Ca2+ and Mg2+
Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS)
Formalin solution, neural buffered (10%)
Hank’s Blanched Salt Solution (HBSS)
Matrigel Basement Membrane Matrix
Neruobasal ®
N2-Supplement 100x
Penicillin-Streptomycin
peqGold TriFast
Tergazyme enzyme detergent
Transforming growth factor β 3 (TGFβ-3)
Trypan blue (0.4%)

Supplier
GE Health Care Life Sciences
Polysciences, Inc.
Gibco/Invitrogen
Gibco/Invitrogen

Catalogue N°
SV30030.01
18606-20
17504044
21331-020

Gibco/Invitrogen

14190169

Gibco/Invitogen
Sigma-Aldrich
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Corning
Gibco/Invitrogen
Gibco/Invitrogen
Gibco/Invitrogen
VWR peqLab
Sigma-Aldrich
Peprotech
Gibco/Invitrogen

10439-016
HT5014-120M
14025092
354234
21103049
17502048
11548876
30-2010
Z273287
100-36E
15250-061
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3.1.4. BUFFERS & MEDIUM
Table 4: Cell culture medium
Cell Culture Medium
Basis medium

Composition
0.5 v/v DMEM/F12
0.5 v/v Neurobasal ®

N2B27 medium

Basis medium
0.01 v/v L-Glutamine
0.01 v/v B27
0.005 v/v N2

NESC medium

N2B27 medium
140 µM ascorbic acid
3 µM Chir99021
0.5 µM PMA

MCC medium

N2B27 medium
10 ng/ml BDNF
10 ng/ml GDNF
200 µM ascorbic acid
500 µM cAMP
1 µM TGFβ-3

MCC P/S medium

MCC medium
0.1% Penicillin-Streptomycin

Blocking buffer

PBS
0.1% Triton X-100
5% FBS

Cleaning buffer

PBS
1% Tergazym

Permeabilization buffer

PBS
0.6% Trition X-100

Imaging solution

HBSS
20 mM HEPES Buffer
250 mM Probenecid
2.5 mM Hoechst-33342
1 mM Fluo-4AM
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3.1.5. PRIMERS
Table 5: Primers
Gene
ACHE
CHAT1
DCX
GABAb
GAPDH
GFAP
MAP2
NCAM1
NES
NEUN
NEUROD1
PAX3
PAX6
PSD95
RPL13A
S100β
SLC17A6
SLC17A7
SOX10
SOX2

Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse

Sequence
5’-CTTCCTCCCCAAATTGCTC-3’
5’-TCCAGTGCACCATGTAGGAG-3’
5’-CAATTGGCCTGCTGACG-3’
5’-TCAATCATGTCCAGCGAGTC-3’
5’-GCGAAATTTTTCAGGACCAC-3’
5’-CACAGAAGCCATCAAACTGG-3’
5’-GGGCAAGGTCTCCCGAAGGT-3’
5’-TTGTCTTCGCCACAGGTGCC-3’
5’-ATGGAGAAGGCTGGGGCTCA-3’
5’-AGTGATGGCATGGACTGTGGTCAT-3’
5’-GCCCGGCTCGAGGTCGAG-3’
5’-GTCTATACGCAGCCAGGTTGTTCTCT-3’
5’-CGGATGACCTAAAGCGATTC-3’
5’- TCTGGAGCATTGTCATTTGC-3’
5’-TTGTCTGCCCCTAGGTCTGTC-3’
5’-GATCTCCCCCTGGCTGGGAAC-3’
5’-CTGGAAGGTGGGCAGCAACT-3’
5’-ATTAGGCAAGGGGGAAGAGAAGGATG-3’
5’- AGCCCGGGAGAAGCTGAATG-3’
5’- GTGCCGGTGGTGGGGTAGGG-3’
5’- GGATGACGATCAAAAGCCCAA-3’
5’- GCGTCTTAGAATAGCAAGGCA-3’
5’- GACTGGCTCCATACGTCCTGGTGC-3’
5’-CGGCTGATGGAACTCACTGACGG-3’
5’-CCGCCTATGCCCAGCTTCAC-3’
5’-AAGTGGTGCCCGAGGTGCCC-3’
5’-CACTCCTCACAGTGCTGCAT-3’
5’-TGTCTTCATCTTGGTAGCGG-3’
5’-GGTATGCTGCCCCACAAAACC-3’
5’-CTGTCACTGCCTGGTACTTCCA-3’
5’- CTTAGAGGAAATCAAAGAGCAGGAGGT-3’
5’- CATGTTCAAAGAACTCGTGGCAGG-3’
5’-GCGGCCTGGGCTTCTGCATC-3’
5’- AGCCGAGACGCGATGTAGCC-3’
5’- CCCTCGCCGCTACATTATCG-3’
5’- GCCGTGTATGAGGCCGACAG-3’
5’- GCAAAAGCAAGCCGCACGTC-3’
5’- TGTGCTGCATACGGAGCCGC-3’
5’-CACAGATGCAACCGATGCA-3’
5’-GGTGCCCTGCTGCGAGTA-3’
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Gene
SYN1
SYP
TH
TPH1
TUBB3

Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse

Sequence
5’-TCAGACCTTCTACCCCAATCA-3’
5’-GTCCTGGAAGTCATGCTGGT-3’
5’-GGGTCTTTGCCATCTTCGCCTTTG-3’
5’-CGAGGAGGAGTAGTCACCAACTAGGA-3’
5’-GCCTCGGATGAGGAAATTG-3’
5’-ACTGGTACGTCTGGTCTT G-3’
5’-TGCCCAATTCTCCCAAGAAATTGG-3’
5’-AGGGCTTTACTTTGGCATGTCCAG-3’
5’-AACTACGTGGGCGACTCGGA-3’
5’-GTTGTTGCCGGCCCCACTCT-3’

3.1.6. ANTIBODIES
Table 6: Antibodies
Product
anti-GAD2
anti-GFAP
anti-Map2
anti-Nestin
anti-NeuN
anti-Pax6
anti-Synapsin
anti-S100 β
anti- Tubulin β 3
anti-PSD95
anti-vGLUT
anti-chicken Alexa488
anti- guinea pig Alexa488
anti-mouse IgG1 Alexa555
anti-mouse IgG2a Alexa647
anti-rabbit Alexa488
anti-rabbit Alexa555

Isotype
guinea pig
chicken
rabbit
mouse IgG1
mouse IgG1
rabbit
mouse IgG1
mouse IgG1
mouse IgG2a
rabbit
rabbit
goat
goat
goat
goat
chicken
goat

Dilution
1:500
1:1000
1:200
1:80
1:500
1:500
1:500
1:500
1:500
1:500
1:500
1:1000
1:1000
1:1000
1:1000
1:1000
1:1000

Supplier
Synaptic Systems
Abcam
Cell Signaling
R&D
Millipore
Bio Legend
Synaptic Systems
Sigma-Aldrich
Bio Legend
Invitrogen
Synaptic Systems
Invitrogen
Life Technologies
Invitrogen
Invitrogen
Life Technologies
Invitrogen

Catalogue N°
198104
ab4648-100
4542
MAB1259
MAB377
901302
106001
S2532
921001
51-6900
135302
A11039
A11073
A21121
A21241
A21441
A21428

3.1.7. KITS
Table 7: Kits
Product
EdU proliferation Kit
Fluo-4 DirectTM Calcium-Assay-Kit
SsoFastTM EVAGreen® Supermix

Supplier
BaseClick
Invitrogen
Bio-Rad

Catalogue N°
BCK-EdU555
F10471
172-5200
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3.1.8. LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Table 8: Instruments
Product
Cellomics arrayscan VTI HCS Reader
CO2 Incubator
C1000 Thermal Cycler qPCR
Heraeus Multifuge 1 S-R
Laminar Flow Hood Heraeus
Leica DM IL LED
LSM 880
Maestro Edge
Multipette Stream
Nano Drop 1000 Spectrometer
Neubauer chamber
Objective Plan-Apochromat 20x/0.8
Objective Plan-Apochromat 63x/1.4
PipetBoy
2.5 µl pipette “Research”
10 µl pipette „Research“
20 µl pipette „Research“
200 µl pipette „Research
1000 µl pipette „Research“
10 µl pipette „Research pro“
100 µl pipette „Research pro“
300 µl pipette „Research pro“
1000 µl pipette “Research pro”
Sprout Plus Minizentrifuge
Rotamax 120
Vortex Shaker

Supplier
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Binder
Bio-Rad
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Leica Microsystems
Zeiss
Axion BioSystems
Eppendorf
peqlab
Labor Optik
Zeiss
Zeiss
Integra
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Eppendorf
Biozym
Heidolph
Kylin-Bell

Catalogue N°
N01002INF
9140-0015 CB210
185-1196
75004331
51022481
11521266
ZEISS LSM 880
11-01.02.00117
4986000017
ND1000
1300000
420650-9901-000
420782-9900-799
155 015
3111 000.114
3111 000.122
3111 000.130
3111 000.157
3111 000.165
4860 000.062
4860 000.070
4860 000.089
4860 000.097
552031
544-41200-00
6

Supplier
Axion BioSystems
Axion BioSystems
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Thermo Fisher Scientific
National Institute of Health, U.S.
GraphPad Software
Axion BioSystems
Microsoft Corporation
The R Core Team
Zeiss

Version
2.1.2
2.0.2
7.6.2.4
1.6.2.3
v1.52p
7.04
2.51
14.0.7252.5000
3.2.2
blue edition

3.1.9. SOFWARE
Table 9: Software
Software
AxIS Metric Plotting Tool
Axion NavigatorTM
Cellomics Scan
Cellomics View
FIJI (ImageJ)
GraphPad Prism
Neural Metric Tool
Microsoft Excel 2010
R
Zen 2 pro
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3.2.

METHODES

3.2.1. CELL CULTURE
Neural epithelial stem cells (NESC) were produced in-house by Stefanie Klima and Ann-Sophie Spreng.
All cells were maintained on Matrigel coated plates and were kept at 37°C and 5% CO 2-atmosphere.
For coating wells were prepared by adding half working volume Matrigel dissolved in
DMEM (1:20 - 1:40) and incubated (30 min, 37°C). Prior to seeding supernatant was discarded and
replaced with medium. Pre-coated plates were stored up to one month at 4°C.
THAWING OF NESC
NESC were stored in liquid nitrogen in N2B27 medium with 10% DMSO and thawed at 37°C until
approximately 80 - 90 v/v were defrosted. Then, cells were immediately transferred to preheated
basis medium (10 ml) to thaw completely. Afterwards, cells were gathered via centrifugation (3 min,
500 g ≈ 1 500 rpm, RT) and transferred to fresh warmed NESC medium (2 ml) onto Matrigel coated
plates.
PASSAGING OF NESC
NESC were routinely subcultured before reaching confluency. Cells were detached by incubating
(3 min, 37°C) with accutase (1 ml) and then washed with basis medium (2 ml). In 50 ml falcon tubes
cells were gathered by centrifugation (3 min, 500 g ≈ 1 500 rpm, RT). Supernatant was discarded and
cells where resuspended in warmed NESC medium. After counting, 20 000 cells/cm2 were seeded onto
Matrigel coated plates. For differentiation cells between passages 6 - 15 were used.
DIFFERENTIATION OF NEURAL EPITHELIAL STEM CELLS TO MIXED CORTICAL CULTURES

Figure 5: Differentiation scheme of NESC to MCC
The differentiation of neural epithelial stem cells (NESC) to mixed cortical cultures (MCC), indicated
are (from top to bottom) the day of differentiation (DoD), the used medium (blue), the differentiation
factors added (from DoD-2 to DoD0: 140 µM AA (ascorbic acid) , 3 µM Chir99021, 0.5 µM PMA; from
DoD0: 10 ng/ml BDNF, 10 ng/ml GDNF, 200 µM AA , 500 µM cAMP, 1 µM TGFβ-3) and the coating
used (grey). Modified from (Klima et al., 2020, in preparation).
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Differentiation was started 48 h after passaging by aspirating NESC medium and replacing it with fresh
MCC medium, this date will be referred to as day of differentiation (DoD) 0. Up until DoD7 half of the
medium was routinely replaced with fresh MCC medium every other day, followed by half media
exchange twice per week. The full differentiation scheme is illustrated in Figure 5.

3.2.2. QUANTITATIVE REAL-TIME PCR (RT-PCR)
Real time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) indirectly quantifies specific RNA. Therefore, RNA is
isolated and then transcribed to complementary DNA (cDNA). The cDNA is amplified using PCR
technique with specific primers. The PCR product is marked with a fluorescent dye that allows the
quantification of PCR product by tracking the development of fluorescence intensity over time
(Freeman et al., 1999).
RNA ISOLATION AND CDNA SYNTHESIS
RNA Isolation and cDNA synthesis was done by Stefanie Klima and Viktoria Magel. Samples had a cDNA
concentration of 1 µM and were stored at -20°C.
SUPERMIX PREPARATION
1 µl diluted cDNA and 9 µl reaction mix were added to a chilled 96-well plates in duplicates. The
reaction mix contained 5 µl SsoFastTM EVAGreen® Supermix, 3.6 µl RNAse-free water and 0.4 µl primer
mix, with each 10 µM forward and reverses primer. Then plates were sealed and stored at -20°C.
A detailed list of primers can be found in Table 5.

PCR CYCLE
For the RT-qPCR the following protocol was used: heating to 98°C for two minutes to activate Taq
polymerase. This was followed by 40 cycles of 2 s at 98°C for denaturation followed by 6 s at 60°C for
annealing and polymerization. During the annealing and polymerization the fluorescence intensity was
measured. After 40 cycles temperature was increased stepwise from 65 - 95°C in 0.5°C increments in
order to obtain melting curves.

DATA ANALYSIS
Data were analyzed using the ΔΔCt method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001). First, the ΔCtGOI was
calculated by normalizing the gene of interest (GOI) Ct value (CtGOI) to the averaged reference genes
(RG) Ct (CTRG). RPL13A was used as the RG.
∆Ct GOI = Ct GOI − Ct RG
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Second, ΔCtGOI was further normalized to the corresponding ΔCt of DoD0 (ΔCt0).
∆∆Ct GOI = ∆Ct GOI − ∆Ct 0
Under the assumption that the amount of DNA would double each cycle, the ΔΔCtGOI were plotted
logarithmically as 2^(-ΔΔCtGOI).

3.2.3. IMMUNOCYTOCHEMISTRY
In immunocytochemistry specific antigens can be visualized. This is done by incubating with target
dependent primary antibodies. These primary antibodies can be tagged with a secondary antibody
that is consistent with the isotype of the primary antibody and coupled to a fluorophore, which than
can be visualized in fluorescence microscopy (Coons and Kaplan, 1950).
CELL SEEDING
For immunocytochemistry, 12 mm coverslips in 12 well plates were coated 1 ml Matrigel. Then NESC
were seeded and differentiated as described in 3.2.1. During the whole differentiation cells received
MCC P/S medium.
FIXATION
For fixation, medium was removed and then cells were washed with PBS. Afterwards formalin
solution (10%) was added and plates were incubated (10 min, RT). After fixation cells were washed
with PBS and stored at 4°C until further use.
PERMEABILISATION & STAINING
For Permeabilisation, cells were incubated (10 min, RT) with permeabilisation buffer (PB) (0.5 ml). PB
was removed and replaced by blocking buffer (BB) (O/N, 4°C), containing FBS to minimize unspecific
binding of primary antibodies. The next day, BB was removed and coverslips were transferred face up
onto Parafilm®. Then, the primary antibody mixture, diluted in fresh BB, was added (50 µl) onto each
coverslip and incubated (O/N, 4°C) in a dark and wet chamber. The next morning coverslips were
washed twice with BB. Afterwards, the secondary antibody mixtures (50 µl) diluted in BB were added.
In addition to the secondary antibodies the mixture contained Hoechst-33342 (1:1000) to stain the
DNA in the nuclei. Cells were incubated (1h, RT) in the darkness. The complete list of used primary and
secondary antibodies and their specific dilutions can be found in Table 6. Afterwards, cells were
washed carefully with PBS and then mounted face down onto glass slides and stored at 4°C until
imaging.
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MICROSCOPY
For imaging the confocal microscope Zeiss LSM 880 was used. For every image, laser intensity was
adjusted in order to avoid overexposure. Then pictures were processed by adapting brightness and
contrast using FIJI. Objectives used are stated in Table 8.

3.2.4. PROLIFERATION STAINING
5-Ethynyl-2´-deoxyuridine (EdU) is a synthetic nucleotide analog to thymidine that can be
incorporated into DNA during S-Phase replication. Subsequently, EdU can be labeled with a
fluorescent dye via azid-alkine click reaction and detected at 555 nm and thereby allows quantification
of mitotic cells (Salic and Mitchison, 2008). For this experiment the EdU proliferation Kit was used
following the manufacturer’s instructions.

CELL SEEDING
Cells were handled as described in 3.2.3. At the indicated DoD EdU (10 µM) was added, then cells
were incubated (30 min, 37°C) and immediately fixed.

CLICK REACTION
Cells were incubated (10 min, RT) with PB. During that time the reaction mix was prepared according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Then cells were washed twice with PBS and the incubated (30 min,
RT, dark) with the reaction mix. After washing with PBS twice, Hoechst 33342 (1:1000) was added and
incubated (10 min, RT). Before mounting the coverslips onto glass slides the cells were washed with
PBS.

MICROSCOPY
Pictures were acquired as described in 3.2.3

DATA ANALYSIS
Pictures were analyzed by counting the total number of nuclei ([nuclei]total) and the number of stained
nuclei ([nuclei]+) using Fiji. The percentage of proliferating cells (PPC) was calculated as described
below. Per sample 5 images were taken, analyzed and averaged.
PPC =

[nuclei]+ ×100
[nuclei]total

3.2.5. CALCIUM IMAGING
During fluorescent calcium imaging neurons are loaded noninvasively with the calcium indicator
Fluo-4. The indicator allows tracking of the intracellular [Ca2+] as a function of fluorescence intensity
(Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012). After loading the immediate [Ca2+] response to agonist stimulation
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can be visualized with a suited fluorescence microscope. For calcium imaging the Fluo-4 DirectTM
Calcium-Assay-Kit was used.
CELL SEEDING
Cells were seeded onto 96-well plates and differentiated according to the protocol described in 3.2.1
with the addition that on DoD15 Matrigel (1:40) was added alongside the routine media exchange.
This was done to prevent cells from detaching.
FLUO-4 LOADING
For loading, the medium was removed and replaced with 100 µl imaging solution per well. Then, cells
were incubated (20 min, 37°C, 5% CO2).
AGONIST STIMULATION
The [Ca2+] response was measured using the ArrayScanVTI high content imaging microscope running
with Cellomics Scan. During measurements cells were kept at 37°C and 5% CO2 atmosphere. Agonists
were diluted in HBSS and added in an automated process. The time of exposure for the 475 nm
channel (excitation/emission at 474 ± 40 / 535 ± 45 nm) was set to 0.1 s. For the 365 nm channel
(excitation/emission at 365 ± 50 / 535 ± 45 nm) the time of exposure was set to 0.075 s. 10 images
were taken before the compound of interest (COI) was administered. Then the COI was added by
automated pipetting. After the addition, as many frames as possible in 45 s were taken. The total
number of frames varied between experiments, usually between 20 and 60 frames were taken. After
imaging the files were converted to .avi files using Cellomics View software. All experiments were
carried out in technical duplicates.
DATA ANALYSIS
For quantification the calcium fluorescence flash evaluation engine (CaFFEE) was used (Karreman et
al., 2020). The program recognizes individual cells by their stained nuclei and defines a region of
interest (ROI) around the signal of the nuclei. Each ROI is assigned to a number and must be
distinguishable in the same location throughout all the frames of the experiment to be accounted for
during analysis. To aid the recognition cut off parameters for size and signal intensity must be set
manually for each experiment.
CaFFEE then calculates fluorescence signal intensity resulting from Fluo-4 reacting to intracellular
[Ca2+] changes, done by averaging the pixel brightness per frame around the ROI. This information is
plotted resulting in a time depended quantification of the calcium influx, derived from the fluorescent
signal by Fluo-4. The change in fluorescence intensity (ΔF) due to agonist application was calculated by
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subtracting the baseline fluorescence (F0) and the maximum fluorescence (Fmax) for each individual
nuclei.
∆F = Fmax − F0
ΔF then was fitted to a double sigmoid curve that would also allow the comparison of relaxation
kinetics after stimulus. If ΔF was ≥ 9 the ROI was considered to be a reacting cell ([ROI]reacting) (Klima et
al., 2020, in preparation). The percentage of reacting cells (PRC) was calculated as shown below.
RC =

[ROI]reacting ×100
[ROI]total

3.2.6. MULTI ELECTRODE ARRAY RECORDINGS
CELL SEEDING
For multielectrode array recordings cells (30 000 cells/electrode array) were seeded onto CytoView
MEA 24-well plates that were pre-coated with Matrigel. Cells were handled as described in 3.2.1.
STANDARD RECORDING
All plates were equilibrated for at least 20 min prior to recording. The recording chamber was kept at
37°C and 5% CO2 during equilibration and measurements using the integrated environment control
system. If the measured plate needed routine media exchange on the day of the recording, activity
was recorded before changing media to avoid disturbances.
STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION AND PARAMETERS
In CytoView MEA 24-well plates each well contains 16 electrodes (4x4 grid, 350 µm spacing, 50 µm
electrode diameter, electrode material poly 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophenem (PEDOT)), resulting in a
total of 384 channels on one plate. All recordings were captured using the Axion Integrated Studio
Navigator. For raw data acquisition channels were recorded simultaneously with a sampling frequency
of 12.5 kHz/channel. The recorded raw files were rerecorded to convert the voltage traces into spikes
trains for further analysis. For the rerecording, the threshold spike detector was set to 5.5 x SD of
internal noise level on each electrode using threshold crossing for spike detection. Bursts were
detected using inter spike interval thresholds with max inter spike intervals (ISI) of 100 ms and min
5 spikes per second. Network bursts were detected with the same ISI of 100 ms, min 50 spikes per
second and at least 60% of active electrodes bursting. An overview of parameters used can be found
in Table 10.
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Table 10: MEA parameters
Parameter
Abbreviation
Spike
S

Unit

Description
Voltage gain above 5.5 SD of internal noise

Active electrode

AE

Amount of electrodes with ≥ 5 spikes/min

Spike frequency

SF

Hz

Number of spikes per unit time

Inter spike interval

ISI

s

Average time lag between spikes

Burst

B

Burst frequency

BF

Hz

Number of burst per unit time

Burst duration

BD

s

Average time between first and last spike of burst

Inter burst interval

IBI

s

Average time lag between the beginning of bursts

ISI within burst

ISI_B

s

Average time lag between spikes in a burst

Spikes in bursts

B%

%

Ratio of spikes in bursts to total amount of spikes

Network Burst

NB

Clustered Spikes with ISI ≤ 100 ms and SF ≥ 5 Hz

Simultaneous bursts over several electrodes with
SF ≥ 50 Hz and 60% of AE participating

NB frequency

NBF

Hz

Number of NB per unit time

ISI within NB

ISI_NB

s

Average time lag between spikes in a NB

Spikes in NB

NB%

%

Ratio of spikes in NB to total amount of spikes

Electrodes with NB

E_NB

Number of electrodes participating in NB

Synchronicity

SC

Measure between 0 and 1 of similarity among spike
trains

NETWORK DEVELOPMENT MEASUREMENTS
Spontaneous network activity over time was measured in order to capture network development.
Therefore, untreated MEA plates were recorded on several DoD, between DoD0 up to DoD40.
Recordings lasted for 30 min using the settings described above. Individual parameters were plotted
using Graph Pad Prim.
REACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS
In order to determine the effects of specific compounds, cells were recorded while adding the
compound of interest. Therefore, 250 µl of medium was removed from each well prior to equilibration
and baseline recording. The 2-fold desired compound concentration was added to the removed
medium and then stored at 37°C until treatment. All compounds, concentrations and their respective
solvent can be found in Table 11. The stock solutions were kept at 7°C. Of note, where relevant the
final DMSO concentration in the medium was always ≤ 0.01% v/v.
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After a 20 min adjustment period spontaneous activity was recorded for 30 min, hereafter referred to
as baseline recording. Then the prepared medium was carefully added to each well, while recording.
Parallel to the compound addition bookmarks were added manually to the file. Then recording was
continued for 20 or 30 min depending on the experiment. After the experiment, cells were changed to
MCC P/S medium. Wells that did not meet the acceptance criteria explained in 4.2 were excluded
from the analysis.
For data analysis, one well was considered to be one observation (n). The averaged parameters were
calculated for the indicated time frames using the Neural Metric Tool and exported in .csv formats.
Then, data was normalized to the respective baseline parameters recorded prior to compound
application.
For calculation of the latency period, the time between the last network burst after compound
application and the first spontaneously occurring network burst was measured using the Neural
Metric Tool.
Table 11: Overview of compounds used in this study
Compound
Stock concentration
Final concentration
[mM]
[µM]
Bicuculline
10
1

Solvent
DMSO

Glutamate

100

1.5, 10, 100

water

Kainate

12.5

10

water

KCl

1 000

30 000

water

NMDA

50

50

water

S-AMPA

50

10

water

CLEANING OF MEA PLATES
MEA plates were cleaned and reused during this project. Therefore, medium was discarded and
cleaning buffer was added to each well, then plates were incubated (O/N, RT). The following day
plates were washed three times with 70% EtOH (non denatured) under sterile conditions and then left
to dry O/N under the laminar flow hood.
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4.

RESULTS

4.1.

CHARACTERISATION OF MCC

NESC MATURE GRADUALLY OVER TIME
In order to evaluate functional endpoints in neurotoxicity and DNT testing, we aimed to develop a
induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) derived human neuronal network. Here, iPSC were differentiated
towards neural epithelial stem cells (NESC). From the progenitors, generic neural differentiation was
intiated to facilitate the differentiation towards multiple neuronal subtypes and glia cells (Figure 6A).
By this approach, we aimed to generate physiological and functional mixed cortical cultures (MCC) for
electrophysiological testing.
After initiation of neural differentiation from the NESC stage, culture maturity was assessed by
analyzing mRNA expression with quantitative real time PCR. These results were further verified with
correlating immunocytochemistry on several days of differentiation (DoD). From DoD10 to DoD21 the
neuroepithelial markers paired box gene 3 (PAX3), nestin (NES) and SRY-Box transcription
factor 2 (SOX2) were stably expressed in the MCC. The gene expression level of SOX2 was similar to
the expression level in NESC. The PAX3 expression was upregulated 10-fold in comparison to NESC
over the observed time frame. The relative gene expression of NES was also similar to the NESC level
on

DoD10

and

DoD15

and

rised

slightly

towards

DoD21

(Figure

6B).

Furthermore,

immunocytochemistry of nestin confirmed protein expression and showed that nestin was present
throughout the whole differentiation (Figure 6D). These results indicate continual presence of some
neuronal progenitor cells in the MCC. Morphologically, cells drastically changed between DoD0 and
DoD21. In the beginning, individual segregated cells were apparent and neurites were absent. In the
following DoD cell density increases gradually, cells became more clustered and neurite outgrowth
was observable. Furthermore, the radial glia marker paired box gene 6 (PAX6) was downregulated
between DoD10 and DoD21 (Figure 6B). Potentially, this indicated the gradual reduction of radial glia,
which would also suggest a decline of neurogenic potential over the differentiation (Heins et al.,
2002).
MCC also expressed markers of immature neurons. The expression of marker neuronal differentiation
gene 1 (NEUROD1) on DoD10, 15 and 21 was comparable to NESC. Additionally, they showed an
increased relative expression of tubulin-ß3 (TUBB3) and doublecortin (DCX) from DoD15 towards
DoD21 (Figure 6C). TUBB3 is mainly involved in axonal growth and guidance (Tischfield et al., 2010),
while DCX is essential in neural migration (Gdalyahu et al., 2004).
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Figure 6: Neuroepithelial and immature neuronal markers
(A) Differentiation scheme from neural epithelial stem cells (NESC) to mixed cortical cultures (MCC).
Indicated are (from top to bottom) the day of differentiation (DoD), the used medium, the
differentiation factors added (from DoD-2 to DoD0: 140 µM AA (ascorbic acid), 3 µM Chir99021,
0.5 µM PMA; from DoD0: 10 ng/ml BDNF, 10 ng/ml GDNF, 200 µM AA, 500 µM cAMP, 1 µM TGFβ-3)
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and the coating used. Modified from (Klima et al., 2020, in preparation). (B) Relative gene expression
in comparison to NESC (mean + SD) of the neuroepithelial markers PAX3 (grey), NES (orange) and
SOX2 (blue) and the radial glia marker PAX6 (green) on DoD10, DoD15 and DoD21. N=2-3, n=2.
(C) Relative gene expression on DoD10, DoD15 and DoD21 for immature neuronal markers NEUROD1
(green), TUBB3 (blue) and DCX (grey) (mean + SD). N=2-3, n=2. (D) Representative images of
immunocytochemistry of (from left to right) the nuclei (DAPI), the neuroepithelial marker nestin and
the neuron specific tubulin-ß3 (tuj) on (from top to bottom) DoD0, DoD9 and DoD21,
magnification 20x, scale bars 100 µm.
As well as the presence of immature neuron markers, the MCC also showed an upregulation of mature
neuronal markers. For example, microtubule associated gene 2 (MAP2) and RNA binding fox-1
homolog 3 (RBFOX3), also called neuronal nuclei (NeuN), were upregulated. MAP2 is associated with
the regulation of the cytoskeleton and is crucial for neuronal morphology and synaptic plasticity
(Sánchez et al., 2000). The mRNA levels showed a slight increase between DoD10 and DoD15, but the
overall expression seemed to be low in MCC (Figure 7A). However, immunocytochemistry clearly
showed Map2 positive cells particularly on DoD21 indicating Map2 expression (Figure 7C + E). The
mature neuronal marker NeuN is found in the nuclei of most mature neuronal cell types and indicates
post mitotic cells (Mullen et al., 1992). NeuN gene expression in MCC increased between DoD10 and
DoD15. This increase was not as pronounced as the 17-fold increase observed between DoD15 and
DoD21, suggesting gradual MCC maturation (Figure 7A). This was confirmed by the respective
immunocytochemistry (Figure 7C + D). Considering the presence of both, progenitor and mature
neuronal markers, the results indicated that cells in MCC are at different developmental stages.
However, there were many cells that were already post mitotic and NeuN positive. This was validated
by the EdU incoperation, showing that on DoD0 35.19 ± 8.11% of cells were proliferating. This
gradually decreased and on DoD21 only 1.22 ± 0.65% of cells were still mitotic (Figure 7B) this further
indicated gradual maturation of the MCC.
MCC INCLUDE DIFFERENT NEURONAL SUBTYPES
For a neurotoxicological model it is important to display various neuronal subtypes as well as glia cell
populations. This is important in order to get a more comprehensive picture in vitro, by recreating the
in vivo environment as closely as possible. By capturing many different cell types more
interdependencies and potential toxicological vulnerabilities can be covered. Particularly, for
electrophysiological development the coexistence of inhibitory as well as excitatory neurons is
important. Therefore, markers for different neuronal cell types were analyzed.
To test if MCC contained neurons of the glutamatergic subtype, expression of solute carrier family 17
member 7 (SLC17A7) and solute carrier family 17 member 6 (SLC17A6) were investigated.
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Figure 7: Mature neuronal markers and cell proliferation staining
(A) Relative gene expression in comparison to NESC (mean + SD) of mature neuronal markers MAP2
(blue) and RBFOX3/NeuN (grey) on DoD10, DoD15 and DoD21. N=2-3, n=2. (B) EdU incorporation,
shown in percentage of proliferating cells to total cells per image with mean ± SD on DoD0, DoD5,
DoD9, DoD11, DoD15 and DoD21. N=1-2, n=5. (C) Representative images of immunocytochemistry of
(from left to right) the nuclei (DAPI), the mature neuronal markers Map2 and NeuN and the neuron
specific tubulin-ß3 (tuj) on (from top to bottom) DoD0, DoD9 and DoD21, magnification 20x, scale bars
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100 µm. (D) Overlay of DAPI (blue), tuj (green) and NeuN (red) on DoD21 magnification 20x, scale bar
100 µm. (E) Overlay of DAPI (blue) and Map2 (green) on DoD21 magnification 20x, scale bar 100 µm.

Figure 8: Neuronal subtypes
(A - C) Relative gene expression on DoD10, DoD15 and DoD21 in comparison to NESC (mean + SD) of
markers for (A) glutamatergic neurons (SLC17A6, SLC17A7), (B) GABAergic (GABAb), serotonic (TPH1)
and adrenergic neurons (TH) and (C) acetyl cholinergic neurons (ACHE, CHAT1). N=2-3, n=2.
(D) Representative images of immunocytochemistry of (from left to right) the nuclei (DAPI), glutamate
decarboxylase (GAD2), vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (vGLUT1) and the neuron specific
tubulin ß3 (tuj) on DoD0 and DoD21, magnification 63x, all scale bars 50 µm. (E + F) Overlay of DAPI
(blue) and (E) GAD2 (green) or (F) vGLUT1 (yellow), on DoD21 magnification 63x, scale bars 50 µm.
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Both encode for vesicular glutamate transporters (vGLUT) and are typically associated with
glutamatergic neurons (Reimer, 2013). On DoD10, SLC17A7 was expressed 25-fold higher than in
NESC. The gene expression was continuously rising until DoD21, where SLC17A7 expression was
135-fold increased in comparison to NESC (Figure 8A). Upregulation of SLC17A6 gene expression
started at DoD15, reaching 9-fold upregulation compared to NESC on DoD21 (Figure 8A). Protein
expression of vGLUT1, the protein of SLC17A7, could be demonstrated by immunocytochemistry
showing a clear vGLUT1 staining on both DoD0 and DoD21 (Figure 8D + F). These findings indicate that
MCC

contain

glutamatergic

hydroxylase 1 (TPH1),

tyrosine

neurons.

Furthermore,

hydroxylase

(TH),

gene

expression

acetylcholinesterase

of

tryptophan

(ACHE),

choline

acetyltransferase (CHAT1) and a subunit of the GABA receptor B (GABAb) were investigated to
discriminate between other neuronal subtypes. TPH1 is responsible for the decarboxylation of
5-hydroxytryptophan to the neurotransmitter (NT) serotonin. TH is an enzyme involved in the
biosynthesis of several catechol amines, like the NT dopamine or norepinephrine (Costa and Meek,
1974). Both markers can be used to discriminate between the respective neuronal subtypes. TH gene
expression was comparable to NESC expression and did not change over the observed period. TPH1
expression showed an increase between DoD15 and DoD21 reaching 10-fold increased expression in
comparison to NESC level; potentially indicating that serotonergic neurons might be present in MCC
(Figure 8B). The enzymes ACHE and CHAT1 are characteristic for acetyl cholinergic neurons and are
involved in either the biosynthesis or the degradation of the NT acetylcholine (Hebb, 1972). Both
makers were not upregulated between DoD10 and DoD15. After DoD15, ACHE expression increases
28-fold relative to NESC, while CHAT1 expression remained low with a slight increase to 3-fold relative
gene expression on DoD21 (Figure 8C). GABAb, a marker for GABAergic neurons, was upregulated
between DoD15 and DoD21 (Figure 8B). The presence of GABAergic neurons was further indicated by
GAD2 positive cells found on DoD21 as well as on DoD1 in immunofluorescence stainings (Figure
8D + E). GAD2 is involved in the decarboxylation of glutamate, which leads to the synthesis of the
inhibitory NT GABA (Walker, 1983).
After exploring neuronal subtypes glia cell populations were investigated. Many DNT test systems lack
glia cell populations (Smirnova et al., 2014). However, glia cells are a substantial part of neuronal
networks. They are not directly involved in signal transmission, but are essential for neuronal
development and homeostasis. It has further been shown that some glia cells have neuroprotective
abilities and can be vulnerable towards toxicants (Tukker et al., 2018). Hence, including them into
model systems adds an important perspective for DNT testing.
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Figure 9: Glia cells
(A) Relative gene expression on DoD10, DoD15 and DoD21 in comparison to NESC (mean + SD) of glia
cell and neural crest markers GFAP, NCAM1, SOX10 and S100β. N=2-3, n=2. (B) Overlay of the nuclei
(DAPI) (red), tuj (blue) and GFAP (green) on DoD21 magnification 20x, scale bar 100 µm.
(C) Representative images of immunocytochemistry of (from left to right) the nuclei (DAPI), the glia
markers GFAP and S100β and the neuron specific tubulin ß3 (tuj) on (from top to bottom) DoD0, DoD9
and DoD21, magnification 20x, all scale bars 100 µm.
To test the presence of glia cells, expression of two specific markers was investigated: glial fibrillary
acidic protein (GFAP), an intermediate filament expressed by glia and S100β, a marker that can also be
found in glia cells (Wang and Bordey, 2008). Both markers, especially GFAP, showed increased relative
gene expression between DoD10 and DoD21 (Figure 9A). In addition, immunocytochemistry showed
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both GFAP and S100β positive cells, which increased over time. This indicated the presence of glia cells
during the 21 days of differentiation (Figure 9B + C). The neural cell adhesion molecule 1 (NCAM1) can
be a marker for oligodendrocytes, it increased steadily over the investigated time, reaching 64-fold
relative gene expression to NESC on DoD21 (Figure 9A). SRY-box transcription factor 10 (SOX10) was
expressed stably at low levels over the observed time period (Figure 9A). SOX10 can be a marker for
neural crest determined cells. Therefore, low expression level was to be expected since MCC are
neural tube committed.
Taken together, MCC are indeed mixed cultures probably containing a wide variety of neuronal cell
types including GABAergic and glutamatergic neurons. This suggests the coexistence of excitatory and
inhibitory neuronal subtypes in MCC. Also, cultures potentially include neurons responsive to
serotonin and acetylcholine, but were not further investigated here. Furthermore, results indicated
the presence of glia cells and that they developed alongside the neurons during the differentiation.
MCC HAVE SPONTANEOUSLY ACTIVE NETWORKS

Figure 10: General MEA parameters over 40 days
(A - D) Development of multielectrode array (MEA) parameters over 40 days, differentiation was
started on DoD0, indicated are mean ± 95% CI, requirements for the individual parameters can be
found in Table 10. N=1, n=24. (A) Number of active electrodes per sample, (B) mean spike frequency in
Hz, (C) average burst frequency in mHz and (D) mean network burst (NB) frequency in mHz.
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After morphological and transcriptional characterization of the MCC, electrophysiological
development was characterized by following the progression of spontaneous network activity over
40 days on multielectrode arrays (MEA). Generally, measurements showed that the MCC developed a
spontaneously active neuronal network during culturing. They started with spontaneous spike
generation, which gradually converted into bursting and network bursting (NB) (Figure 10). The
development of one exemplary well over the 40 days can be found in the supplementary Figure 24.
The specific requirements for the individual parameters can be found in Table 10.

Figure 11: Detailed burst parameters
(A - D) Burst specific multielectrode array (MEA) parameters over 40 days, differentiation was started
on DoD0, requirements for the individual parameters can be found in Table 10, indicated are
mean ± 95% CI. N=1, n=24. (A) Indicated is the average burst duration in s, (B) the inter spike interval
(ISI) within a burst in s, (C) the average inter burst interval (IBI) in s and (D) the mean percentage of
spikes found in bursts in comparison to total spike count (%).
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Figure 12: Detailed NB parameters
(A + B) Network burst (NB) specific multielectrode array (MEA) parameters over 40 days,
differentiation was started on DoD0, requirements for the individual parameters can be found in Table
10, indicated are mean ± 95% CI. N=1, n=24. (A) Indicated is the average network burst duration in s.
(B) Illustrating the mean percentage of spikes found in network bursts in comparison to the total spike
count (%).
On average, the highest number of active electrodes (= electrodes with ≥ 5 spikes/min) was recorded
on DoD24 with 7 ± 3 active electrodes per well (Figure 10A). Occasional spiking was observed from
DoD2 onwards. The spike frequency was fairly consistent with an average of 0.62 ± 0.12 Hz (Figure
10B).
From DoD7 onwards, 88% (21 of 24 wells) of all wells were bursting. The frequency average was
26.72 ± 15.81 mHz, but showed a lot of variation from well to well and DoD to DoD (Figure 10C).
Looking at the burst metrics in greater detail, burst duration and the inter spike interval (ISI) within a
burst seemed to be quite consistent with an average burst duration of 294.72 ± 47.33 ms per burst
and an average ISI within burst of 39.67 ± 5.45 ms (Figure 11A + B). The inter burst interval (IBI) was
highly variable and changed between different DoD and individual samples (Figure 11C). Also, the
percentage of spikes found in bursts covered a wide range (Figure 11D). Particularly after DoD30, the
variation between wells was seen to be more scattered with some wells being close to 50% and others
close or equal to 0%.
At DoD18, the first NB were observable in 13% (3 of 24 wells) of wells. At DoD25 80% (19 of 24 wells)
showed NB, most of them showing persistent network bursting over several DoD. After DoD25 the
amount of wells showing NB decreases steadily alongside with the average NB frequency until one
well (4.2%) remained on DoD39.
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Figure 13: Network connectivity and synchronization
(A) Relative gene expression in comparison to NESC (mean + SD) of the synaptic markers SYN1 (grey),
SYP (blue) and PSD95 (green) on DoD10, DoD15 and DoD21. N=2-3, n=2. (B) Overlay of the nuclei
(DAPI) (blue), synapsin (green), the neuron specific tubulin ß3 (tuj) (red) on DoD9 magnification 63x,
scale bar 50 µm. (C) Representative images of immunocytochemistry of (from left to right) the nuclei
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(DAPI), the synaptic markers PSD95 and synapsin and tubulin ß3 (tuj) on (from top to bottom) DoD0,
DoD9 and DoD21, magnification 63x, all scale bars 50 µm. The bright spots on picture synapsin/DoD21
are due to antibody agglutination, only the structures below are of consideration. (D) Overlay of the
nuclei (DAPI) (blue), tuj (red) and PSD95 (green) on DoD21, magnification 63x, scale bar 50 µm.
(E) Synchronicity coefficient measured between DoD0 and DoD40, with mean ± 95% CI. N=1, n=24.
The average NB frequency observed between DoD18 and DoD40 was 6.21 ± 2.92 mHz, again being
highly variable between samples and DoD (Figure 10D). Similar to burst duration, also network burst
duration seemed to have a determined time length in this system with an average of 1.02 ± 0.15 s per
NB (Figure 12A). The percentage of spikes found in NB increased until DoD32, with peak values of over
80% in some wells (Figure 12B). Afterwards, one could observe a decline in NB activity as well as in
overall network activity. Generally, the development of NB indicates network maturation and the
formation of viable synaptic connections between neurons. Increased expression of the synaptic
markers synapsin (SYN1), synaptophysin (SYP) and post synaptic density protein 95 (PSD95) also
indicated synaptogenesis. All synaptic markers were hardly present on DoD10 and were then
upregulated towards DoD21 (Figure 13A). In immunocytochemistry, PSD95 positive cells could be
observed from DoD1 onwards, increasing in quantity towards DoD21 (Figure 13C + D). Synapsin
positive cells could not be observed on DoD1, but on DoD9 and DoD21 (Figure 13B + C). These findings
are consistent with the observed increase in network synchronization from DoD18 onwards (Figure
13E), which also coincided with the emergence of NB (Figure 10D). Both NB and synchronicity peaked
at around DoD30. However, the observed synchronicity is highly variable with peak synchronicity per
well ranging between 0.02 up to 0.37, with an average max synchronicity coefficient of 0.18 ± 0.11.
Considering that the potential maximal synchronicity coefficient is 1.00, 0.18 seems comparably low,
which it is not. The synchronicity coefficient chosen here, does not distinguish between neuronal and
cardiac MEA recordings. Latter are intrinsically more synchronous then neuronal recordings.
Therefore, one can expect lower range synchronicity coefficients for neuronal MEA recordings.
In summary, one can distinguish four phases in MCC network development. In the first phase, isolated
spiking was the dominant network activity and more cells were still mitotic and generally lack the
expression of mature neuronal markers. Here, this phase lasted until DoD7 and was superseded by the
bursting phase. This second phase lasted between DoD7 and DoD18 in which neurons matured further
and started bursting without synchrony between the electrodes. During this time neurons pursue the
formation of functional synapses, heading into the third phase between DoD18 and DoD34: the NB
phase. At some point during the NB phase all wells started to show NB for at least one measurement
and reached peak synchronicity.
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Figure 14: Schematic development of MCC
Illustration of the general progression observed over 40 days with its four phases: the spike phase
(orange), burst phase (green), network burst (NB) phase (blue) and the decay phase (grey). Also
indicated are exemplary raster blots for the respective phases, all raster blots showing the individual
spike trains for each channel over time with a recording time of 1 800 s. Black vertical lines indicate
individual spikes, blue blocks illustrate bursts and pink lines show NB. Above the individual raster blots
one can see binned histograms with a bine size of 1 ms.
After DoD35, the cultures entered the decay phase in which neurons started to detach and
disintegrate, until only residual activity was measurable at DoD40 (Figure 14). It might be possible to
delay the decay phase by optimizing culture conditions on the MEA plates. This was not further
investigated, as a convenient experimental time window was found. Also, the mentioned DoD framing
these phases were specific for this differentiation. However, the described developmental phases
could be observed in all differentiations.
Overall, these findings are consistent with published data by Heikkilä (Heikkilä et al., 2009) and
Paavilainen (Paavilainen et al., 2018) and can be summarized by stating that the MCC mature gradually
over the cause of approx. 35 days. Furthermore, they expressed neuronal markers and exhibited
characteristic spontaneous network activity, which can be subdivided into four characteristic phases.
The spontaneous network activity was not artificially triggered and was therefore considered as an
intrinsic developmental step. More so, it was possible to show that MCC form viable synapses that
coincided with the occurrence of NB and led to increased network synchronization.
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4.2.

CONSIDERATIONS DESIGNING MEA TREATMENT SCHEMES

In order to include multielectrode arrays (MEA) in developmental neurotoxicity (DNT) test batteries
one has to ensure test reliability and comparability. Therefore, a few pivotal aspects of MEA assay
setup and data analysis will be discussed in the following, leading to potential experimental layouts for
toxicity assays.

MCC BATCH VARIABILITY AFFECTS MEA MEASUREMENTS
During this thesis, the electrophysiological development of three differentiations was followed in
addition to the one already discussed in 4.1. The spontaneous network activity was compared across
the different differentiations in order to assess batch variability. In all differentiations, spike phase,
burst phase and NB phase (not shown) could be observed. However, the intensity and length of these
respective phases was highly variable between differentiations (Table 12, Figure 15). Also, the DoD
where the individual parameters peaked differed. For example, when comparing the max number of
active electrodes (AE), we observed the most active electrodes on DoD8 in the first differentiation.
The other two differentiations had the most AE on DoD22 or DoD23. Similar differences could be
observed with most parameters. Additionally, not only the days of highest activity differed, but also
the magnitude of some parameters varied. For instance, the highest average burst frequency
measured in differentiation 2 is 5-fold bigger than the average in differentiation 3.
Table 12: Comparison of average peak parameters for three differentiations
Parameter
Differentiation 1 Differentiation 2
Max active electrodes [mean ± SD]
5±2
8±2

Differentiation 3
8±3

DoD of max activity

8

23

22

Max spike frequency [in Hz, mean ± SD]

1.25 ± 0.54

2.49 ± 1.48

0.68 ± 0.33

DoD of max activity

29

23

22

Max burst frequency [in Hz, mean ± SD]

76.62 ± 80.02

159.07 ± 145.23

32.37 ± 34.92

DoD of max activity

14

23

17

13.77 ± 5.00

12.00 ± 11.69

23

22

Max spikes in bursts [in percent of total 18.76 ± 7.82
spikes, mean ± SD]
DoD of max activity

6
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Figure 15: Comparison of electrophysiological development of three differentiations
(A - D) Multielectrode array (MEA) parameters over several DoD for three different differentiations
(blue, green, grey). All differentiations were started on DoD0, indicated are mean ± 95% CI,
requirements for the individual parameters can be found in Table 10. N=3, n=24. (A) The average
number of active electrodes per well, (B) mean spike frequency in Hz, (C) average burst frequency in
Hz and (D) indicates the average synchronicity coefficient on the given DoD.
As shown earlier, differentiating MCC contained a considerable subpopulation of proliferating
progenitors. This might have led to differences in cell densities in different differentiations. We
therefore tested the influence of seeding cell density on the electrical development of the cultures. To
investigate this, six different cell densities ranging from 20 000 to 45 000 cells/well were seeded onto
MEA plates (n=4). Then, their spontaneous network activity was monitored over 20 days. Already on
DoD20, one can observe variations between the different densities (Figure 16). On average, arrays
with lower cell densities (20 000 to 25 000 cells/well) had 10 ± 2 active electrodes on DoD20.
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Figure 16: Comparison of several parameters on DoD20 with different cell densities
(A - D) Parameters on DoD20 for different cell densities ranging between 20 000 cells/well up to
45 000 cells/well increasing in 5 000 cells/well increments from left to right. Shown is mean ± SD. N=1,
n=4. For statistical analysis variance analysis (ANOVA) with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison posttest
was done indicated is p ≤ 0.05 = *, p ≤ 0.01 = **, p ≤ 0.001 = ***; p ≤ 0.0001 = **** (A) Average
number of active electrodes, (B) mean spike frequency in Hz, (C) mean network burst (NB) frequency
in mHz and (D) the average synchronicity coefficient.
The denser cultures (30 000 to 45 000 cells/well) generally had fewer active electrodes with 4 ± 3
active electrodes on DoD20, while also displaying more well to well variation within the density group
(Figure 16A). Regarding the mean spike frequency, the lower density wells generally exhibited higher
spike frequencies and again showed less well variation within the respective density group (Figure
16B). On DoD20, 87.5% (7 of 8 wells) of lower density wells showed NB with varying frequencies. In
comparison, the 30 000 and 35 000 cells/well wells showed NB in only 25% (2 of 8 wells), while the
high densities wells (40 000 and 45 000 cells/well) exhibited no NB during the measurement (Figure
16C).
Synchronicity was barely detectable on DoD20 in most wells. There were two exceptions: one in the
25 000 cells/well group and another one in the 35 000 cells/well group (Figure 16D). The fact that
most wells were unsynchronized on DoD20 can probably not be attributed to the different densities.
More likely, the measurements were performed too early for proper network synchronization. As
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discussed in 4.1, cultures tend to exhibit peak synchronicity around DoD30. Therefore, it is likely that
network synchronicity would have increased in the following DoD.
Generally, cell densities of 20 000 to 25 000 cells/well seemed to be more homogeneous in their
activity and tended to show NB earlier than denser wells. It might be possible that the groups with
higher cell densities matured slower and therefore would have exhibited similar activity on later DoD.
However, this hypothesis is questionable especially for the densities above 35 000 cells/well, since
already on DoD20 not many electrodes were active anymore. Furthermore, visual investigation
showed too dense cultures resulted in many detached cells and more cell death. From this
experiment, we found that the best cell density for seeding MCC on 24-well MEA was between 20 000
to 25 000 cells/well.
Overall, different differentiations of MCC show variable electrophysiological development over time
on MEA. These differences are both temporal and quantitative. However, most wells follow the
pattern described in 4.1 of spike, burst and NB phase. These differences could be caused by varying
degrees of cell death or shifts in cellular composition (e.g. neuro-glia ratios or neuronal
subpopulations), which were not further investigated in this thesis.
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA INCREASE DATA CONSISTENCY
In order to mitigate well and differentiation variance in MEA data, many research groups establish
activity criteria for their wells, excluding all wells from testing that fail to meet these criteria. The
choice of acceptance criteria (AC) is largely dependent on the cell system utilized and on its baseline
activity. Considering current publications, AC chosen are diverse. Some groups pick a single parameter
that has to exceed a defined threshold in order for the well to be accepted. Often, the parameter of
choice is the number of active electrodes (Kasteel and Westerink, 2017) or a specific spike frequency
(Ylä-Outinen et al., 2010). Another possibility is the combination of several parameters that
simultaneously have to be met. Some choose two, others up to six parameters for their AC (Valdivia et
al., 2014; Alloisio et al., 2015; Wallace et al., 2015; Frank et al., 2017). Another option is to select wells
by visuals assessment, relying on the operators experience (Bradley and Strock, 2019).
In the beginning of this work, MCC recordings were also visually assessed before treatment in order to
choose wells that showed adequate activity. Usually, wells were excluded when they were regarded
either not active enough or displayed extremely high activity. In addition, it was assessed
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Figure 17: Acceptance criteria
All wells were visually classified into the groups ‘accepted’ (green) and ‘rejected’ (blue) then
respective parameters were plotted, mean ± SD. For statistical analysis unpaired t-tests were done
indicated is: p > 0.05 = n.s., p ≤ 0.05 = *, p ≤ 0.01 = **, p ≤ 0.001 = ***; p ≤ 0.0001 = ****. N=3,
n=23-24. The dotted line indicates the chosen acceptance threshold for the individual parameter. The
acceptance criteria are (A) min 15% of spikes in bursts, (B) min 9 electrodes with network bursts (NB)
and (C) a synchronicity coefficient above 0.07.
whether wells exhibited network burst (NB) or not. NB were chosen in that manner as they indicate
network connectivity.
In order to quantify this process and to eliminate operator dependency, AC for the MCC were defined.
This was done by visually classifying wells into two groups: accepted and rejected wells. Then, network
parameters of these groups were plotted separately to visualize parameters that indicate differences
between the two groups. In total, 70 wells were assessed. Of those wells, 59% (41 of 70 wells) were
accepted and 41% (29 of 70 wells) were rejected. In the end, the following AC were selected:
o

Spikes in bursts (%) ≥ 15%

o

Electrodes with NB ≥ 9

o

Synchronicity coefficient ≥ 0.07
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These three parameters were chosen since they showed significant differences between the groups of
prior rejected or accepted wells (Figure 17). However, more parameters showed significant
differences. They were usually excluded for either being redundant (e.g. number of active electrodes
and number of electrodes with NB) or being dependent on the recording time (e.g. total number of
spikes). It is desirable that the AC are independent of recording length and hence potentially can be
used in a variety of experimental setups. A few examples of parameters that were not chosen for the
AC can be found in the supplementary Figure 25. Moving forward, to be accepted for analysis, wells
had to meet all three criteria. During this thesis, this led to an average acceptance rate of 65 ± 19% on
the individual MEA plate.
MEA IS SUITABLE FOR A VARIETY OF TEST SETUPS
MEA have the potential to give an insight into the spatial and temporal structure of neuronal
networks. This is a particularly interesting endpoint for developmental neurotoxicity (DNT) testing,
which is currently often missed or not considered (Fritsche et al., 2018a). However, experimental
setup has to be carefully designed. Currently, one can find several basic layouts for MEA experiments.
Within all these layouts, the following building blocks are essential:
o

Equilibration phase

o

Baseline recording

o

Compound application

o

Response recording

o

Data analysis

The first element to be considered is equilibration of the system. Neuronal in vitro networks are highly
susceptible to environmental changes, such as CO2 concentration or temperature. Transport from the
incubator to the device introduces such changes. Therefore, the cultures need a certain equilibration
phase. Particularly with the older MCC a clear shift in network activity was observable after
10 - 15 min in the device (Figure 18A). Presumably, the MCC needed this time window to recover after
the transport. Typical equilibration times found in the literature range between 5 - 10 min (Frank et
al., 2017; Kasteel and Westerink, 2017) and depend on the cell type used. In this system, an
equilibration time of minimum 15 min was determined in order to eliminate recording disturbances
caused by transport.
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Figure 18: MEA recording technical details
(A) Typical raster blot recorded immediately after MCC were transported to the device. The recording
time is 1 500 s. (B) Raster blot of a characteristic disturbance by opening the device. The disturbances
are marked with orange arrows. The recording is < 5 s. (C) Shows the raster blots for the utilized
baselines (BL) for E - H, recording length each = 1 800 s (30 min). (A - C) Black vertical lines indicate
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individual spikes, blue blocks illustrate bursts and pink lines show network bursts (NB). Above the
raster blot one can see binned spike histograms with a bine size of 1 ms. (D) Schematic illustration of
the BL segments used for the results displayed in E - H. (E - H) illustrate the respective parameter
development of three different BL: BL1 (blue), BL2 (green) and BL3 (grey). Each dot indicates the
respective parameter average for the specific segment (Seg.). The dotted line connects the segment
specific parameter values from the same BL. Indicated are (E) the total number of spikes, (F) the mean
spike frequency in Hz, (G) the inter burst interval (IBI) in s and (H) the network burst (NB) frequency in
Hz.
The second building block was the baseline (BL) recording. In many experimental MEA setups,
observed effects in one well were normalized to the BL of the same well, recorded prior to the
treatment. This required the choice of an adequate BL recording length. Long recordings required big
storage spaces and sufficient computational power in order to process the data. Hence, shorter BL
recordings would be desirable. However, BL recordings should also capture a representative image of
the intrinsic activity. Shorter recordings bare the risk of an insufficient representation of the network
activity. Hence, the choice of BL recording directly influences the outcome of the measurement. If, by
chance, an uncharacteristic active or inactive segment is chosen the risk of testing false negatives or
false positives increases. Expecting that longer BL recordings result in more representative BL data,
one has to balance the need for sufficient representation and feasible data size. In order to assess the
appropriate BL length for this system, three different BL were evaluated (Figure 18C). For this purpose,
the initially 30 min (1 800 s) long BL recordings were cut after 5 min (300 s) of recording. This was
repeated consecutively expanding the time length of the BL by 5 min each time (Figure 18D). For each
of these segments (Seg.1 to Seg.6) specific parameters were plotted: the total number of spikes
(Figure 18E), the mean spike frequency of the segment (Figure 18F), the average inter burst interval of
the segment (Figure 18G) and the mean network burst (NB) frequency of the segment (Figure 18H).
One can assume that longer BL recordings result in a more stable representation of the individual
network parameters. Therefore, it is to expect that the non-cumulative parameters converge towards
representative values (their “true” values) after a certain time period. That time period marks the
suited BL length since it balances the need for representative parameters while being as short as
feasible. Here, one can see that parameters changed less and less the longer the segment got.
Particularly, between Seg.1 to Seg.4 the parameters changed. Hence, one can conclude that BL
recordings shorter than 20 min increase the risk for unrepresentative BL parameters. After 20 min
(Seg.5 and Seg.6) the observed parameters stabilized. Therefore, a precautionary BL recording length
of 30 min was chosen. This ensured representative data within the BL while minimizing the burden of
big data and keeping experimental time relatively short. Also, this length seems reasonable compared
to literature, where baseline recording length ranges from 15 min (Alloisio et al., 2015) up to 1 h
(Valdivia et al., 2014).
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Figure 19: Possible experimental setups
Four different experimental setups are shown. Indicated are compound exposure (orange blocks),
baseline recording (green arrows) and response recording (blue arrows). Experimental setup for
(A) chronic compound exposure, (B) acute exposure and (C) delayed response recordings.
The third building block was the mode of compound application. The technique required is linked to
the experimental layout chosen. For example, testing chronic exposure, compounds of interest (COI)
could simply be added during media exchanges. However, if the acute or intermediate response to the
COI was relevant, it had to be applied shortly before or while recording. This inherently led to
disturbance in network activity - an artefact from opening the device and plate (Figure 18B). However,
in the MCC this artefact was easily distinguishable from regular network activity and could be erased
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with appropriate software settings or manually. Another source of artefacts is the fluid displacement
caused by compound application. Usually, a short increase in network activity after application was
observed that was distinguishable from the compound induced NB.
The length of the response recording was the fourth building block. Here, the same considerations of
balancing data size and choosing a representative time frame, discussed in the context of BL
recordings, had to be taken in account. In literature recording windows range from 10 s to 2 h
(Odawara et al., 2014; Valdivia et al., 2014; Frega et al., 2019). Here, a recording length of 30 min was
chosen and recordings were shortened post hoc if needed.
Lastly, data analysis had to be considered. In case of the software provided by Axion BioSystems,
39 different parameters could be derived from one recording. These parameters can be analyzed in
increments of a few seconds, the whole time frame of the recording or anything in between. This led
to an abundance of possible evaluations that can be incomprehensible and extremely difficult to
review. This is especially true if the reaction of the compounds is uncharacterized and one might run
into the risk of overlooking adverse changes in the network. A few programs have been developed to
comprehend MEA data: like the MEAnalyzer (Dastgheyb et al., 2020), meaRtools (Gelfman et al., 2018)
or the more commonly used R scripts ‘meadq’ and ‘sjemea’. However, many groups still use self-made
MS Excel macros, R or Matlab scripts (Kasteel and Westerink, 2017; Bradley and Strock, 2019; Frega et
al., 2019; Hyvärinen et al., 2019) making analysis pipeline comparison difficult. Others developed
congregated overview parameters that should reflect changes in network activity at a glance. An
example is the normalized multi-information, that specifically indicates changes in network activity
removing the variance caused by network maturation and development (Ball et al., 2017).
Alternatively, methods like recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) (Novellino et al., 2010) or random
forest analysis (RFA) (Brown et al., 2016) may be helpful identifying relevant parameters for analysis.
In this study, analysis was mostly implemented with parameters like spike, burst and NB frequency. In
the early stages of MEA analysis, many groups focus on a single or a few specific parameters as was
chosen in this project (Kulagina et al., 2004; Ylä-Outinen et al., 2010; Valdivia et al., 2014; Alloisio et
al., 2015). However, to capitalize on the full potential of the dense MEA data more complex analysis
approaches should be considered.
After characterizing the individual building blocks of a typical MEA experiment one can assemble them
to answer different biological questions. For these different questions, different treatment regimens
are suitable (Figure 19). One typical question, which can be addressed, is the influence of chronic
compound exposure on a developing neuronal networks (Figure 19A). Therefore, the COI is constantly
present and can be re-added while routine media exchange. MEA recordings are conducted in the
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chosen sequence and length over extended time periods. Respective advantages and disadvantages
can be found in Table 13. The next layout is suited to test acute neurotoxicity (Figure 19B). In this case,
acute means within seconds or minutes after application. Here, the compound is added while or
shortly before the response recording. Typically, recordings in this case can be considerably short. One
can distinguish between two subtypes of this setup. The first setup comprises a single dose of the COI
and records the respective reaction. This process could be repeated multiple times after a washout
and regeneration period (Figure 19B.1). The second setup includes multiple COI applications.
Potentially, this allows for the analysis of cumulative effects of a single COI or the observation of
additive effects with several different COI (Figure 19B.2). Lastly, also non-acute adverse outcomes can
be measured (Figure 19D). Here, a COI is applied for a specific time frame and then removed in the
next routine media exchange. Afterwards, potential adversities can be monitored over the following
hours, days or weeks depending on the longevity of the cell culture. All layouts have specific
advantages and challenges. A few of them are listed in Table 13 alongside reference publications that
feature variants of the respective layouts.
Table 13: Advantages and disadvantages of different experimental MEA layouts
Layout
Chronic
Fig. 19A

Acute
Fig. 19B.1

Acute
(cumulative)
Fig. 19B.2

Delayed
Fig.19C

Advantages
o Development and toxicity
can be observed
simultaneously
o Extended time frames
possible
o Simple compound
application
o Acute responses can be
observed
o Potentially smaller time
and data storage needed
o Well self-normalization
possible
o Repeated experiments
possible
o Acute responses can be
observed
o Additive and cumulative
application possible
o Well self-normalization
possible
o Repeated experiments
possible
o Medium to long term
responses can be
observed
o Disturbances through
compound addition are
removed

Disadvantages
o No self-well
normalization to
baseline possible
o Larger data volume
o Time-consuming
o Complex data analysis
needed
o Disturbance through
compound addition and
potentially wash-out
o Longer term responses
might be missed

Reference
(Bardy et al., 2015)
(Ylä-Outinen et al., 2010)
(Hyvärinen et al., 2019)

o Larger data volume
o Disturbance through
compound addition
o Longer term responses
might be missed
o Adaptation to
compound is hard to
exclude
o Disturbance through
washout
o Time-consuming
o Depending on time
frame self-well
normalization not
realistic

(Kulagina et al., 2004)
(Alloisio et al., 2015)

(Wallace et al., 2015)
(Frega et al., 2019)
(Bradley et al., 2018)
(Kasteel and Westerink,
2017)
(Valdivia et al., 2014)
(Brown et al., 2016)

(Odawara et al., 2014)
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4.3.

EXEMPLIFIED FUNCTIONAL READOUT

In 4.1 it was shown that mixed cortical cultures (MCC) show intrinsic electrophysiological activity and
that their synchronisation is synaptically driven. Furthermore, in 4.2 different multielectrode array
(MEA) experimental layouts were discussed, in which responses to pharmacological stimuli could be
measured. Consequently, it had to be tested whether MCC grown on MEA responded to extrinsic
stimuli and if the response could be quantified.
MCC HAVE GLUTAMATERGIC NEUROS
To study basic functional properties MCC were treated with different concentrations of glutamate.
Then, their immediate network response was measured with MEA. Glutamate was chosen as a
exemplary compound since it is the most abundant excitatory neurotransmitter in the vertebrae
central nervous system (Kandel et al., 2013). MCC were used for experiments at different days of
differentiation (DoD), when network bursts (NB) were observable and wells met the acceptance
criteria described in 4.2. This was usually between DoD20 and DoD32. Prior to recording, half of the
medium was removed and different glutamate concentrations were added to the removed medium at
final concentrations of 1.5, 10 or 100 µM and kept at 37°C until usage. During this time MCC adjusted
in the recording chamber for 20 min. After this, 30 min baseline (BL) recording was started. Following
BL recording, the initially removed medium containing glutamate was added carefully while recording.
Furthermore, the time point of compound addition was bookmarked within the recording file for each
well. For analysis, the 3 s time window after application was considered and compared to the
individual well BL recorded before compound addition (Figure 20A). The time frame was chosen to
capture the increase in spike frequency (SF) that immediately occurred after compound addition. In
most cases, this increase could be observed across all active electrodes and was thereby recorded as a
network burst (NB). Hence, the time frame of 3 s was chosen considering the average NB duration of
the BL. According to the BL recordings the average NB duration was 1.35 ± 0.31 s. Therefore, a
window of 3 s was chosen. One expects extracellular glutamate concentrations for unstimulated
neurons to range between 0.02 and 30 µM depending on the source considered. Upon AP arrival at
the synaptic terminal and the resulting glutamate release to the synaptic cleft, extracellular glutamate
concentrations may exceed 1 mM for a few seconds (Moussawi et al., 2011).
Generally, all wells treated with glutamate reacted with an immediate increased SF across electrodes
followed by a latency period without NB (Figure 20B + C). There were no significant differences
between the concentrations. On average the SF increased by a factor of 30.90 ± 11.87 in the three
seconds after application in comparison to the BL activity. Data indicated a slightly higher average
increase in the wells treated with 100 µM glutamate.
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Figure 20: Response to glutamate
(A) Scheme of the experimental setup, shown is the 20 min equilibration phase followed by the 30 min
baseline recording (green), the window of compound application of either 1.5, 10 or 100 µM
glutamate (orange), the response recording time (blue) and the used analysis window of 3 s (grey),
arrow length are not to scale. (B + C) Exemplary raster blots, 10 µM glutamate were applied (orange
arrow). Black vertical lines indicate individual spikes, blue blocks illustrate bursts and pink lines frame
network bursts (NB). Above the raster blot binned spike histograms are shown with a bine size of
1 ms. In (B) a time frame of 1 500 s is shown, the latency period is marked with a grey arrow. The
latency period is the time length without network bursts (NB) after compound application. (C) shows a
time frame < 5 s. (D) The fold change (mean ± SD) in spike frequency (SF) 3 s after compound
application relative to the 30 min baseline (BL) recording for the wells treated with 1.5 µM (blue),
10 µM (grey) or 100 µM (green) glutamate. For statistical analysis variance analysis (ANOVA) with
Bonferroni’s multiple comparison post-test was done, N=1-2, n=3-6. (E) The latency period is indicated
in mean ± SD in s for the wells treated with 1.5 µM (blue) and 10 µM (grey) glutamate. For statistical
analysis an unpaired t-test was done: p > 0.05 = n.s., p ≤ 0.05 = *, p ≤ 0.01 = **, p ≤ 0.001 = ***;
p ≤ 0.0001 = ****. N=1-2, n=3-9.
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However, data for this concentration is scattered and statistical analysis showed no significant
differences between the groups (Figure 20D). This could indicate that 1.5 µM glutamate already
activated the MCC to their maximum capacity and no increase in activity could be observed with
higher concentrations. Therefore, within the chosen range one cannot suggest concentrationdependent differences in immediate reactions to glutamate in MCC. However, the length of the
latency period varied between wells. Networks treated with 1.5 µM or 10 µM usually recovered within
the 30 min of recording time. On average it took wells with 1.5 µM glutamate 369 ± 194 s to start
network bursting again. Wells with 10 µM recovered slower, with an average latency period of 743 ±
81 s. Wells that were subjected to 100 µM glutamate never recovered within the 30 min. This more
excessive exposure to glutamate might have led to excitotoxicity potentially resulting in cell damage or
death (Grainger et al., 2018).
In order to further specify the types of ionotropic glutamate receptors present, MCC on MEA were
treated with NMDA, kainate and AMPA. All of which are specific agonists for their respective
glutamate receptors families. The general experimental setup was the same as discussed above.
However, glutamate was replaced by either 10 µM AMPA, 10 µM kainate or 50 µM NMDA (Figure
21A). Generally, the initial reaction to all three compounds was similar to the glutamate reaction.
Immediately after application SF increased in comparison to baseline. However, for the concentrations
chosen no recovery from the latency phase was observable within the 30 min of recording time
(Figure 21D - F). Possibly, the applied concentrations led to excitotoxicity. Overstimulation of AMPA
and NMDA receptors leads to intense Ca2+ influx. Amongst others, activating Ca2+ dependent proteases
and thereby increases the amounts of free radicals that are potentially damaging for the cell (Kandel
et al., 2013).
Among the three tested compounds, AMPA triggered the strongest change in SF. The wells exposed to
10 µM AMPA showed an increase by 22.35 ± 2.40 in SF in the three seconds after compound
application. Wells that were treated with 50 µM NMDA showed an increase of 13.45 ± 1.52.
Treatment with 10 µM kainate led to 6.65 ± 4.87-fold increase in SF (Figure 21B). However, the
magnitude of reaction intensity should be considered carefully due to the limited number of
replicates. In order to obtain reliable quantitative data more replicates are needed.
In addition to the MEA assays, functional properties were also assessed by monitoring intercellular
Ca2+ dynamics using a Fluo-4 AM staining. For this purpose MCC were loaded with Fluo-4 AM pretreatment. Then, respective compounds were automatically added to the MCC and response was
captured with a fluorescence microscope.
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Figure 21: Response to NMDA, AMPA and kainate
(A) Scheme of the experimental setup, shown is the 20 min equilibration phase followed by the 30 min
baseline recording (green), the window of compound application of either 10 µM AMPA, 50 µM
NMDA or 10 µM kainate (orange), the response recording time (blue) and the used analysis window of
3 s (grey), arrow length are not to scale. (B) The fold change (mean ± SD) in spike frequency (SF) in the
3 s after compound application relative to the 30 min baseline (BL) recording for the wells treated with
10 µM kainate (grey), 50 µM NMDA (green) or 10 µM AMPA (blue). N=1, n=3. (C) Percentage of
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reacting cells (mean ± SD) in calcium imaging relative to the total amount of cells in the image. Cells
were treated with a solvent control (HBSS) (orange), positive control 30 µM KCl (light blue), 10 µM
kainate (grey), 50 µM NMDA (green) or 10 µM AMPA (dark blue). For statistical analysis variance
analysis (ANOVA) with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison post-test was performed; p > 0.05 = n.s.,
p ≤ 0.05 = *, p ≤ 0.01 = **, p ≤ 0.001 = ***; p ≤ 0.0001 = ****. N=5, n=2. (D - F) Showing exemplified
raster blots during and after respective compound application (orange arrow). Black vertical lines
indicate individual spikes, blue blocks illustrate bursts and pink lines frame network bursts (NB). Above
the raster blot one can see binned spike histograms with a bin size of 1 ms. The raster blot with a
recording time of 1 800 s at the top and the enlarged raster blot of < 5 s at the bottom is always
shown. (D) Shows the reaction to 10 µM kainate, (E) to 50 µM NMDA and (F) the reaction to 10 µM
AMPA.
The same compound concentrations as in the MEA experiments were used. 30 mM KCl were used as a
positive control. KCl induces cellular depolarisation and triggers the activation of voltage gated calcium
channels. The resulting Ca2+ influx could be monitored, on average 29.00 ± 11.96% of cells reacted to
KCl addition. HBSS was used for solvent control and 1.05 ± 0.69% of cells responded. The results also
show, that MCC react to the addition of the different glutamate receptor agonists. On average
10.98 ± 8.47% of total cells responded (Figure 21C). Other data produced in-house with the MCC also
showed responses to glutamate, NMDA, AMPA and kainate. In these experiments the percentage of
reacting cells was higher than 40% (Klima et al., 2020, in preparation). The generally lower response
rates that were observed here can probably be attributed to technical issues with the loading protocol
that led to increased background staining.
Summarizing gene expression data, immunostainings and functional data, it can be stated that MCC
contain glutamatergic neurons. Data from functional analysis showed that MCC respond to various
glutamate receptor agonists. The response was an immediate increase in SF followed by a latency
phase of varying lengths. In addition, it could be shown that MCC reacted to the glutamate receptor
family agonists AMPA, NMDA and kainate confirming the expression of the respective receptors.
GABAA RECEPTOR ANTAGONIST LEAD TO INCREASED ACTIVITY OF MCC ON MEA
So far, the presence of excitatory glutamatergic neurons was explored. Next, the presence of
functional inhibitory neurons was investigated. Neuronal activity is shaped by the interaction of
excitatory and inhibitory neurons.
Perturbation of this balance can lead to either inhibition or enhancement of the overall network
activity. When GABAergic neurons, the most common inhibitory neurons of the central nervous
system are inhibited, networks tend to show increased activity. On the most elementary level, this can
be a model for seizure genic events (Tukker et al., 2018). Here, the GABAA receptor antagonist
bicuculline was applied. By blocking GABAA receptors one part of the inhibitory system is silenced and
a shift in the activity parameters was observed.
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Figure 22: Mid-term response to bicuculline
(A) The schematic experimental setup: shown is the 20 min equilibration phase followed by the 30 min
baseline recording (green), the window of compound application of 1 µM bicuculline (orange), the
response recording time (blue) and the used analysis window of 20 min (grey), arrow length are not to
scale. (B) Exemplary raster blot, 1 µM bicuculline were added, application is marked with an orange
arrow. Black vertical lines indicate individual spikes, blue blocks illustrate bursts and pink lines frame
network bursts (NB). Above the raster blot one can see a binned spike histogram with a bin size of
1 ms. The total recording time was 1 500 s. (C) The relative fold change (mean ± SD) of various
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network parameters in the 20 min analysis window 10 min after compound application. Indicated are
spike frequency (SF) (light blue), burst frequency (BF) (blue), burst duration (BD) (dark blue), inter
burst interval (IBI) (light grey), percentage of spikes in bursts (B%) (light green), network burst
frequency (NBF) (green), percentage of spikes in network burst (NB%) (orange) and the synchronicity
coefficient (SC) (dark grey). N=3, n=8-9.
The experimental setup was the same as described above, with some minor adjustments. As before
the compound was added while recording. However, to investigate the mid-term response the
analysed time frame was 20 min and started 10 min after compound addition (Figure 22A).
A common pattern was observable: after administration of 1 µM bicuculline, recordings showed no NB
for several minutes. Usually this pause lasted between 100 - 300 s. After the pause NB returned with
increased frequency and intensity (Figure 22B). Within the analysis time, one generally observed an
increase in neuronal activity. Spike frequency (SF) showed an increase by a factor of 1.97 ± 0.88 in
comparison to the BL and the burst frequency (BF) increase by a factor 2.71 ± 1.21. Consequently, the
increase in BF also lead to a decrease in inter burst interval (IBI) by 0.55 ± 0.54 and an increase in the
amount of spikes in bursts (B%) by 1.89 ± 0.84. However, the burst duration (BD) remained unaffected
by the treatment suggesting again that BD is a steadier parameter in this system. The biggest change
in network activity could be observed in regards to the NB frequency (NBF). The average NBF
increased by a factor of 4.15 ± 2.27 in comparison the individual well BL. This shift towards higher NBF
is also reflected in the amount of spikes found in NB increasing by a factor 1.88 ± 0.72. However, this
increase in NBF did not result in significantly higher network synchronicity, a factor of 1.31 ± 0.42 was
observed (Figure 22C). A detailed list of the specific parameters and their requirements can be found
in Table 10.
After establishing that bicuculline led to an increase in network activity the duration of this effect was
investigated. Therefore, the experimental setup was modified. In addition to the first 20 min
recording, neural network activity was also recorded after 6 h, 12 h and 24 h (Figure 23A). Similar to
the experiment before, SF, BF, B%, SC, NBF and NB% were increased 10 min after compound
application while IBI was decreased and the BD remained hardly affected. After 6 h, all parameters
were close to BL activity again. This observation continued over to the next 12 h and 24 h. BF took the
longest to get close to the original BL activity (Figure 23A). This general loss of effect may have been
showing the gradual degradation of bicuculline or that the MCC became desensitised towards
bicuculline after longer exposures.
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Figure 23: Long term response to bicuculline
(A) The schematic experimental setup: shown is the 20 min equilibration phase followed by the 30 min
baseline recording (green), the window of compound application of 1 µM bicuculline (orange), the
several response recordings after 0 h, 6 h, 12 h and 24 h (blue) and the used analysis window of
20 min (grey), arrow length are not to scale. (B) The relative fold change (mean + SD) of various
network parameters in the 20 min analysis window over time. Indicated are synchronicity coefficient
(SC) (dark grey), percentage of spikes fund in network burst (NB%) (orange), spike frequency (SF) (light
blue), network burst frequency (NBF) (green), burst frequency (BF) (blue), burst duration (BD) (dark
blue), inter burst interval (IBI) (light grey) and percentage of spikes found in bursts (B%) (light green).
N=1, n=11.
According to literature, the response of cultured human neuronal networks towards bicuculline is
variable. Some cultures show silencing or no effects, others report enhancing effects. These different
responses are usually accounted to differences in network maturity (Ylä-Outinen et al., 2019). In this
work, enhancing effects were observed.
These experiments show that MCC have GABAergic neurons that can be pharmacologically
manipulated. The blockage of the GABAA receptor with 1 µM bicuculline resulted in increased network
activity that was measurable for several hours. Changing the ratio of active excitatory and inhibitory
neurons indeed affected the activity frequencies. The most affected parameter was the network burst
frequency (NBF) indicating increased synaptic transmission due to the lack of inhibitory signals.
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5. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
In this study, we established a mixed cortical culture (MCC) on multi electrode arrays (MEA) and did
preliminary studies to assess this systems potential for developmental neurotoxicity (DNT) screenings.
It was shown that MCC are partially mature cultures that exhibit characteristic spontaneous network
activity throughout its specific developmental stages. Furthermore, it was possible to develop an
experimental layout to test whether this spontaneous network activity can be altered by certain
chemicals. The results indicated that inhibitory as well as excitatory neurons were present in the MCC
and that they could be chemically manipulated. This shows that MCC have one of the essential
features for DNT testing. However, there are a few limitations that have to be kept in mind as well as
three major issues that have to be navigated in order to explore this system’s full potential.
The first issue to address is the high variability between differentiations and wells. This complicates
data analysis and comparison. Variability is a common phenomenon in induced pluripotent stem cell
(iPSC) derived cultures. They tend to be inconsistent in regards to cell identity, density and survival.
Unfortunately, these variations also affect MEA experiments. It has been shown that varying ratios of
excitatory and inhibitory neurons as well as neuron to astrocyte ratios can greatly influence the
network activity measured with MEA (Johnstone et al., 2010; Tukker et al., 2018; Ylä-Outinen et al.,
2019). Especially, the GABAergic system development and composition seems to be highly variable
and influences the measurements (Mäkinen et al., 2018). This variance makes comparison between
experiments and also between laboratories complicated. Possibly this could be partially obviated by
placing the MCC onto MEA plates at a later DoD. MCC could be kept together for the initial phase of
differentiation and then divided to the plates. Potentially, this might lead to more homogeneous
cultures. However, it is undetermined if MCC would tolerate this procedure and if network
connectivity could be established after disrupting the networks in the earlier phases of their
maturation. Alternatively, it has been shown that adding astrocytes to human dopaminergic neurons
stabilized the cultures (Brüll et al., 2020). It is possible that similar effects are observable with the
MCC.
The second consideration is the addition of a solvent control for future assays. This would give the
opportunity to differentiate between the effect triggered by the application procedure and the actual
compound effect. There are two possible ways this could be done. One way would be to do a solvent
control before treatment for each individual well. Then, the resulting recording could be used as a
baseline. The advantage of this method would be that for each well a solvent control for its specific
activity would be available. However, the appropriate procedure for this setup needs to be established
first. A promising procedure would be to remove half of the medium and split it into two parts: one for
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the solvent control and the other for compound application. Removing medium twice is unfavorable
because MCC activity tends to be heavily impacted by media removal. Alternatively, a few wells per
plate could be used solely for solvent control. The option is similar to the procedure shown for the
Ca2+ imaging here. This possibility seems practical since MCC do not have to be disturbed by
compound and solvent application twice. However, this limits the number of compounds that can be
tested per plate, which is an issue since it is limiting throughput of this method. For statistically
powerful testing, it is advised to test a minimum of three replicates on three different MEA plates
(Frank et al., 2017). In this study, the assays were run on 24-well formatted MEA plates. On average,
the acceptance criteria established lead to the rejection of 9 wells per plate, leaving 15 wells for
treatment. With this format on average 4 compounds per plate could be tested (1x triplicate solvent
control, 4x triplicate compound of interest). However, it was shown that boundary effects are of
concern in MEA recordings and that samples should be distributed unevenly throughout the plates to
circumvent these effects (Shafer, 2019). Therefore, if accepted wells are positioned unfavorably on
the plate, throughput might be even lower. Keeping in mind that MCC differentiate for 20 – 30 days
before treatment: it could be helpful to upscale to 48-well formatted MEA plates when the assay is
fully established and supposed to be used for higher throughput screening.
The third and last major issue is found in data analysis. One of the biggest strength of MEA assays is
that they have the ability to depict network activity in a comprehensive manner. However, this leads
to very complex data. This makes data evaluation and analysis difficult to comprehend and extremely
time consuming. Furthermore, this complexity increases the risk of overshadowing adverse patterns. It
has been shown that the spike frequency is not the most representative parameter to characterize
network activity and fails to consider the full predictive power of MEA recordings (Johnstone et al.,
2010; Brown et al., 2016). However, due to a lack of feasible alternatives many rely on this parameter
to indicate network alterations. As discussed in 4.2 there are some initial approaches to tackle this
issue. However, currently there is no standardized option to examine MEA data in a way that is easy to
interpret and not accompanied by extremely elaborate data pipelines. Also, if further parameters are
considered, the definition of these parameters is not uniform and hence makes data comparison
across laboratories difficult. For example, if one is looking at the very fundamental network property
of bursts. There is a huge variety in defining bursts. Some use spike frequency thresholds to define
bursts, others rely on fixed inter spike interval (ISI) values with a minimal spike count or set specific ISI
thresholds by visual inspection (Ylä-Outinen et al., 2019). The same variety can be observed regarding
network bursts and network synchronicity. In both cases, different definitions are utilized from lab to
lab or program to program. The last and probably most important consideration in the data analysis
context is the definition of adversity. In this study, it has been shown that MCC networks on MEA are
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susceptible to manipulation and that their network activity is intrinsically changing over time.
Therefore, it is normal that network parameters change. This shows that the alteration of a single or
even several network parameters over time may be completely harmless. To identify the changes that
actually indicate adverse outcomes in such a volatile system is challenging. This is particularly true for
compounds with undefined endpoints. As a first step, it might be useful to mainly focus on both the
“empirical” parameters that are directly derived from the recording and on the stable parameters.
Examples for stable parameters could be the network burst duration or the ISI within bursts. They
remained constant throughout samples and therefore might be suitable parameters to measure
adversity. The “empirical” parameters are the presence of spikes, burst and network bursts. Focusing
on the presence or absence of these events might offer a clear readout during screening. This
suggestion clearly neglects a significant portion of the available data, but provides a decent starting
point. Based on this first and simple analysis more elaborate evaluations can follow.
There are also two minor limitations that should be kept in mind when further developing this assay.
First, it is important to mention that only a small portion of the culture grown on the MEA is actually
measurable with the electrodes. It is estimated that between 5 - 10% of the cells are accessible
(Bettencourt et al., 2008). This leaves a blind spot regarding the state of the remaining MCC.
Therefore, it might be insightful to multiplex MEA recordings with cell viability assays, particularly
during toxicological screening. For example effects of excitotoxicity, as they were possibly observed in
this thesis, could be verified. It has already been shown that multiplexing is possible with the lactate
dehydrogenase leakage and alamar blue assay (Wallace et al., 2015). The second minor note is that
media additives can potentially alter spiking behavior. For the supplements N2, B27, cAMP, AA, BDNF
and GDNF used here, it has been shown that they do not effect spiking activity (Bardy et al., 2015).
However, if in the future new additives are introduced to optimize the MCC this should be considered.
If the issues stated here can be circumvented, MCC on MEA offer a powerful tool to investigate
network ontogeny, activity and disturbance. All of which are still blind spots in current DNT testing
(Fritsche et al., 2018a). Also it has been shown that if issues with MEA recordings are addressed
reasonably, MEA experiments can lead to comparable data between laboratories (Novellino et al.,
2011). The MCC used come with several advantages for a screening system. They express human
receptor proteins since they are human iPSC derived neural cultures. This bypasses the issues of
species to species extrapolation one has to deal with in non-human models. Furthermore, they
circumvent the ethical concerns accompanying animal experiments. In comparison to the commonly
used commercially available neurons, differentiated from iPSC, MCC offer a cheaper and more
physiological model. For example, here it has been shown that MCC inherently contain glia cells. In the
other systems astrocytes and microglia have to be added in manually. The presence of glia cells is
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useful for DNT testing, since they are often being neglected in DNT assays (Smirnova et al., 2014). Not
only do glia, e.g. astrocytes, add a specific physiologically relevant toxicant target to the assay, they
also have been shown to be neuroprotective which can be of interest in toxicological screenings
(Tukker et al., 2018). In addition to that, it has been shown that MCC contain a variety of neuronal
subtypes. Therefore, MCC have the ability to model diverse potentially vulnerable targets in DNT
testing and represent the human in vivo circumstances in a more physiological way. Another feature
the MCC on MEA provide is that adverse outcomes can be modelled at different developmental stages
of network formation. As stated, the MCC undergo a gradual maturation process that comes along
with characteristic network activities that can be captured and quantified as done here. This allows for
experiments at different developmental phases. Also, it was shown that cells in the MCC form viable
synapses and that this connectivity arises in coherence with overall network synchronisation.
Therefore, processes that intervene with synaptogenesis might be traceable with this system.
Furthermore, an initial experimental layout was designed, considering current literature in
combination with the particular needs of the MCC on MEA. With this experimental setup it was
possible to show that MCC contain functional glutamatergic and GABAergic receptors. The
combination of excitatory and inhibitory neurons in the same cell system is a key feature for a human
representative neuronal model systems (Grainger et al., 2018). Especially, the presence of inhibitory
neurons makes this system potentially eligible to test seizurogenic compounds and toxicants.
Another advantage of this system worth highlighting is that the assay endpoint is not necessarily
terminal depending on the compound and dosage chosen. This provides the unique opportunity to
measure short and longer term responses within the same experiment. This also makes it possible to
explore effects of subacute dosages that still allow for MCC recovery. These dosages might not
immediately but ultimately lead to adverse outcomes and are therefore worth considering.
Collectively, these findings indicate that MCC on MEA are generally suited for DNT testing. Also, this
setup is extremely versatile and has the potential to resolve some of the current blind spots in DNT
testing. In order to use MEA purposefully within DNT testing, this assay still needs improvements with
regards to controls, exposure paradigms and methods of analysis (Bal-Price et al., 2018). If these
issues can be solved MEA and MCC can be extremely useful for modeling the short and longer-term
effects of (sub)acute dosages on network development, connectivity and adversity.
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Figure 24: Exemplary raster blot and histograms of one well over 40 days
Illustration of the development of a well over 40 days, all raster blot showing the individual spike trains
for each channel over time with a recording time of 1 800 s. Black vertical lines indicate individual
spikes, blue blocks illustrate bursts and pink lines show NB. Above the individual raster blots one can
see binned histograms with a bine size of 1 ms.
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Figure 25: Excluded acceptance criteria
Indicated are the parameters that were not chosen for the acceptance criteria (mean ± SD) with
(A) inter burst interval (IBI), (B) inter spike intervals (ISI) within network bursts (NB), (C) NB frequency,
(D) total number of NB, (E) spike frequency and (F) percentage of spikes in NB. All wells were visually
classified into the groups ‘accepted’ (green) and ‘rejected’ (blue) then respective parameters were
plotted. For statistical analysis unpaired t-tests were done indicated is: p > 0.05 = n.s., p ≤ 0.05 = *, p ≤
0.01 = **, p ≤ 0.001 = ***; p ≤ 0.0001 = ****. N=3, n=23-24.
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